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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Dell EMC DataIQ is a file system management tool for unstructured data storage environments
including Isilon and Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS) clusters.

DataIQ provides a single view across storage technologies, including object stores such as Amazon
S3 and Google Cloud Platform, which can help users make smart choices about where to maintain
their data.

l Key features............................................................................................................................8
l Architecture............................................................................................................................ 8
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Key features
DataIQ helps enterprises view data across their storage technologies, delivering cost savings and
improved team productivity.

DataIQ provides a single view across storage technologies:

l Works with massive unstructured datasets, including multi-petabyte platforms .

l Works with external object stores, like Dell Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS), Amazon Simple
Storage Service (S3), and Google Cloud Platform (GCP).

l Finds data fast, with near-real-time scanning and high-speed file indexing, helping you locate
data in seconds, no matter where it resides.

l Tags and categorizes data to provide reports based on customizable business criteria rather
than just where the data is stored.

l Helps data owners visualize the total cost of ownership of their stored data, and make smart
choices about where to store their data across volumes that have different costs associated
with them.

l Provides versatile reports that allow you to drill down to the file and folder level to find out
what is consuming your storage.

DataIQ provides secure access:

l Allows access from anywhere, supporting HTML5 and most common browsers, allowing
multiple users to connect and disconnect without losing scan information.

l Can be used on sites without external Internet access. Installers and updates can be delivered
offline to the host server.

DataIQ works with existing IT infrastructures:

l Supports Active Directory to manage security groups.

l Gives early warnings to IT departments through email about violations of configured size and
expiration limits.

l Can expand to work with your IT infrastructure by using JSON and Python APIs.

l Can send troubleshooting data to Dell Support through Dell EMC Secure Remote Services
(SRS).

Additional features available (with separate plugin):

l Speeds up the process of moving data between servers and to and from external object stores.
This makes it easier to move data from high-performance file storage to an object archive.

l Can provide audited tracking of deleted files

l Finds duplicate files

l Shows thumbnail previews of pictures and representative thumbnails from video

To learn more, see https://www.delltechnologies.com/dataiq.

Architecture
This section describes the major architecture elements in DataIQ.

Introduction
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Client-Server model
DataIQ employs a traditional client/server model. The central server scans the managed storage,
saves the results in an index, and provides access to the index. Access is available from one or
more GUI clients, CLI clients, and through the API for application integration.

Micro services architecture
DataIQ is designed using a micro-services architecture. Each micro-service is a docker container
running in a Kubernetes cluster and managed by a Kubernetes container orchestration platform.

DataIQ is designed with reliability, availability, scalability, and fault-tolerance in mind. Application
deployment enables admins to monitor the health of the application itself. The architecture is
extensible to enable non-disruptive updates to the software in the future.

Kubernetes is an open-source solution that helps automate the deployment, management, and
scaling of containerized applications. The application is packaged into one or more containers,

Introduction
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each container being an independent executable unit of the application. A container consists of the
entire application runtime environment that includes the code and everything that is needed to run
it.

In-memory database
DataIQ uses an ACID-compliant database for configuration and tagging information. DataIQ keeps
data in memory for higher performance. DataIQ maintains a change journal, so when there is an
unplanned outage, DataIQ can reconstruct the database state.

Scan database
The underlying database for folder, file, and tag application information is based on a simple name-
value pair store which is based on log-structured merge trees (LSMs). This database backend
requires and takes advantage of the high-speed nature of solid-state disks to provide performance.

LSMs provide the following advantages:

l Faster ingest, because writes to the database result in sequential writes to disk.

l Ability to compress data without a significant performance penalty.

l Reduced memory footprint.

To allow for high-performance concurrent scanning, DataIQ uses ten database instances. While a
given volume is located only in one shard, search and annotation indexes are spread across all
database instances.

Introduction
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Communications model
DataIQ communicates via the HTTP protocol using HTML and JSON formats.

Integration options
DataIQ offers APIs that can be used for integration with other IT systems:

l A Python module that uses an HTTPS/JSON interface to communicate with the server. If
Python is not the scripting language of choice, the server's JSON interface can be used from
any programming language.

l A command-line tool that interacts with the server, using a proprietary protocol, is also
available.

l Reports are accessible through an HTTP Server. You can send links to up-to-date reports from
email or web pages.

Introduction
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CHAPTER 2

Requirements

This chapter describes DataIQ installation requirements.

l Host requirements................................................................................................................. 14
l Supported browsers...............................................................................................................14
l Monitored cluster requirements.............................................................................................15
l Network requirements........................................................................................................... 15
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Host requirements
DataIQ can be installed to a standard appliance or a virtual appliance. You can install DataIQ on a
single host or multiple hosts. Additional hosts are referred to as worker nodes, and have the
requirements as the primary (master) node, unless otherwise noted.

Operating system

The main DataIQ operating system requires 20 GB (40 GB is recommended). You can install it on a
server or virtual machine (VM) with:

l 64-bit CentOS 7.6 or later

l 64-bit Red Hat Enterprise Linux, v7.6 or later.

Alternately, you can install DataIQ to a new VM using an Open Virtualization Application (OVA)
bundle. The OVA creates a VM with CentOS 7.6 installed, plus the DataIQ installer. Note, the VM
starts at around 5 GB and expands as needed, up to 40 GB.

The operating system can be hosted on either a traditional hard disk drive (HDD) or a solid-state
drive (SSD). The operating system can optionally be hosted on the same SSD as the database
disk.

Database disk

The DataIQ database requires a solid-state drive (SSD) on the primary (master) node. This drive
should be mounted at /mnt/ssd .

The SSD should have at least 512 GB, and at least 250 GB for every 1 billion files and folders to be
scanned.

External Data Mover worker nodes do not require a database disk or an SSD.

Memory (RAM)

DataIQ requires at least 32 GB of memory. For best performance, and for systems scanning over
one billion files and folders, at least 64 GB is recommended.

CPU

DataIQ requires a minimum of 4 CPUs. For performance, at least 8 CPUs are recommended.

Other software

If Docker or Kubernetes are installed on the host system, uninstall them before installing DataIQ.

DataIQ installation process installs Docker and Kubernetes as part of the installation process.

Supported browsers
DataIQ supports many common browsers:

l Mozilla Firefox

l Google Chrome

l Microsoft Edge

l Apple Safari

Requirements
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Monitored cluster requirements
Here are the requirements for nodes that DataIQ can scan and work with.

File and folder limits

DataIQ works well on systems that have 10 billion files and folders. If your system has more files or
folders, you may need multiple DataIQ instances.

Deploying multiple DataIQ instances

Each DataIQ instance needs its own primary (master) node. There is not a way to combine data
from multiple DataIQ instances at this time.

Permissions

DataIQ requires root permission

Cloud accounts

DataIQ supports the following cloud service types:

l Amazon Web Services (AWS) S3

l Dell EMC Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS)

l Google Cloud Platform (GCP)

Network requirements
This topic describes the network requirements of DataIQ.

General requirements

DataIQ does not require an external network connection.

The DataIQ host and each worker node require a static IP address.

A 1 Gbps connection is usually sufficient. Fast and stable networking between nodes improves
performance and scalability. Plugins like Data Mover may require additional network throughput.

Check the following before installing:

l Appropriate DNS entries

l No IP address conflicts.

l Route from DataIQ clients to host for HTTPS (defaults to TCP port 443)
Route from DataIQ clients to host for HTTP (defaults to TCP port 80), if desired. HTTP is only
used to redirect to HTTPS.

Requirements for monitoring storage

Check the following before installing:

l NTP sources

l NFS/SMB port access to network storage

l S3 HTTPS port access to object stores

Requirements for Secure Remote Services (SRS)

DataIQ can optionally send proactive support information to Dell EMC for troubleshooting, using
Secure Remote Services (SRS).

The following ports must be open to send data:

Requirements
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l Passive FTP 21 (Sends "Connect home" messages)

l SMTP 25 (Processes "Connect home" files, sends email notifications).

l HTTPS 443 (service notifications and initial setup)

l HTTP 443 and 8443 (remote support)

l HTTP 9443 (managed file transfer)

In addition:

l The DataIQ host must have a valid IPv4 address.

l Configure your firewall rules to include cloud provider targets

l Check to ensure the default gateway is properly configured.

Requirements
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CHAPTER 3

Installation

This chapter describes how to install DataIQ.

l Download the install package................................................................................................. 18
l Set up a new VM using OVA/OVF..........................................................................................18
l Set up networking..................................................................................................................21
l Run the installation file.......................................................................................................... 22
l Licenses................................................................................................................................ 23
l Upgrade DataIQ.....................................................................................................................24
l Roll back from an upgrade to a previous version....................................................................26
l Uninstall DataIQ.................................................................................................................... 26
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Download the install package
Get the installer from Dell Support, at https://www.dell.com/support/home/product-support/
product/data-iq.

Procedure

1. Download one of the install packages:

Option Description

Set up DataIQ on top
of server or an
existing virtual
machine (VM) with
CentOS/RHEL7
installed.

Download the self-extracting installer, for example,
dataiq_installer_1.0.0.11_202003121718_v1.sh

Set up a new VM. The
OVA/vm installer
creates a VM with
CentOS 7.6 installed
and includes the
DataIQ installer files
ready to install.

Download the OVA/vm installer, for example,
dataiq-1.0.0.11_202003121718_v1-vmware.ova

2. Optional: Download a license file (license.xml) from Software Licensing Central, at 
https://www.dell.com/support/contents/us/en/19/article/product-support/self-support-
knowledgebase/software-and-downloads/software-licensing-central. (The license file can
also be added later, after DataIQ is installed.)

Set up a new VM using OVA/OVF
The DataIQ OVA file includes DataIQ preinstalled on a CentOS VM. Use these additional
instructions to set up the OVA for your system.

Create a VM based on the OVA file
Use the OVA to build a new virtual machine (VM). Set up the VM, and add a datastore for
database storage. Connect to the VM and change the root password.

About this task

The operating system and database storage have different storage requirements:

l The database must be on a solid-state drive (SSD) for performance reasons.

l The operating system may be on an SSD or a traditional hard disk drive (HDD).

Procedure

1. Save the OVA file to the server that will be hosting DataIQ, on either a solid-state drive
(SSD) or a traditional hard disk drive (HDD).

2. Create a new VM based on the OVA using a virtualization platform such as VMware vSphere
or VMWare Workstation Pro. For example, in VMWare Workstation Pro, opening the OVA
starts the process of creating the VM immediately.

When prompted, make sure the storage path for the new virtual machine is on either a solid-
state drive (SSD) or a traditional hard disk drive (HDD) that has at least 40 GB free.

Installation
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3. In the virtualization platform, modify the VM to meet your system needs, meeting at least
these system requirements:

l At least 4 CPUs. (8 CPUs recommended.)

l Network configured for the VLAN.

l At least 32 GB memory (64 GB recommended.)

4. Configure database storage: Add a new, empty datastore with at least 500 GB, stored on a
solid-state drive (SSD).

5. Power on the new VM.

6. Log in, using the username: administrator, password administrator.

7. Change to root:

sudo -i
8. Set the new root password to a secure password.

passwd root

Keep this password safe using your organization's recommended security practices. This
password is used for installation, backups, and restores.

Set up a separate volume
To save room on your primary solid-state drive (SSD), you can host the DataIQ operating system
files on a separate drive, such as a less expensive hard disk drive (HDD). Skip these steps if you
are hosting the operating system and database disk on the same solid-state drive (SSD).

Procedure

1. Create the mount point:

mkdir /mnt/ssd
2. Identify the SSD datastore created during the install:

lsscsi
3. Get additional details to identify the drive:

lvdisplay
pvdisplay

4. Create a physical volume that is based on the drive you identified as the SSD, for
example, /dev/sdb:

Installation
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pvcreate /dev/sdb
5. Create a volume group vg0 based on the same drive:

vgcreate vg0 /dev/sdb
6. Verify that the group has been created:

vgdisplay

7. Create a logical volume ssd in the new volume group:

lvcreate -l +100%FREE -n ssd vg0
8. Confirm the logical volume exists:

lvdisplay
9. Create the file system:

mkfs -t xfs /dev/vg0/ssd

Installation
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10. Mount the file system to the mount point:

mount /dev/vg0/ssd /mnt/ssd
11. Confirm that the disk is mounted:

df -h
You should see several mount points, including the /mnt/ssd mount point.

12. Edit the file system table (fstab) to mount the drive on bootup using a text editor, for
example, vim (on CentOS) or nano (on RHEL):

vim /etc/fstab
Add an entry for the file system based on the file system location:

/dev/mapper/vg0-ssd /mnt/ssd xfs defaults 0 0
Using Vim text editor: When you first start Vim, text is not editable. Use these commands to
edit and change the text:

l Press i to enter insert mode, press Esc to escape insert mode.

l Type :w to write changes.

l Type :q to quit.

Set up networking
Set up networking, including setting up a static IP address.

Procedure

1. Request an IP address from your network administrator or IT organization.

Installation
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2. Enable Network Manager:

systemctl enable NetworkManager
systemctl start NetworkManager

3. Open the NetworkManager text user interface:

nmtui

4. Select Edit a connection.

5. Select the ethernet connection, for example, enp0s3.

6. Edit IP v4 CONFIGURATION:, in Address, type the assigned IP address, then select OK.

a. At the top level, change the dropdown from Automatic to Manual.

b. Select Show to see more options.

c. In IP address, type in the static IP address that was provided by your organization.

d. Select OK, then Back.

7. Select Activate a connection.

8. Deactivate and reactivate the ethernet connection: select the connection, for example,
enp0s3, and select Deactivate, then select Activate.

9. Select Back.

10. Select Set hostname.

11. Type a unique hostname, for example, dataiq-server. (This must not be localhost.) Select
OK.

12. Select Quit.

13. Verify the network information is correct:

 ip a show enp0s3

14. Disable Network Manager:

systemctl disable NetworkManager
systemctl stop NetworkManager

Results

At this point, you should be able to connect to the DataIQ command line from other devices using
SSH tools like PuTTY, or for VMs, with tools like VMware Remote Console (VMRC).

Run the installation file
Add the installer to the server if necessary, start it, and follow the prompts to install DataIQ.

About this task

Procedure

1. Copy installation files to the DataIQ server.

Installation
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l If you are setting up DataIQ on a server or a VM that has CentOS/RHEL installed, copy
or download the file to a folder on the server, for example, /home/administrator.

l If you are setting up DataIQ on a VM created from an OVA, navigate to the /home/
administrator/ folder and find the name of the installer.

cd /home/administrator
ls

2. Optional: copy or transfer the DataIQ license file to the DataIQ server. (This can be done
later.)

3. Start the installer:

sh dataiq_installer_1.0.0.11_202003121718_v1.sh

4. Follow the instructions in the installer to complete the installation process. Among other
questions, during installation, you will be asked for:

a. Acceptance the installation EULA. (yes)

b. The IP address of the DataIQ server.

c. The fully-qualified domain name that users will use to access DataIQ. (You can skip this.)

d. The mount point for the solid-state drive (/mnt/ssd).

e. The path for the license file. (It's OK to skip this and enter it later.)

f. Password for the root account which you set earlier.

To troubleshoot installation, review the logs at /var/tmp/dataiq_install.log on the
host system.

5. Wait for DataIQ to install. This may take up to 10 minutes to install. Once the installation is
complete, you'll see an enthusiastic "Hooray!", because we're glad you're using our product.

6. Optional: if you have an Secure Remote Services (SRS) gateway, you can enter the
information now, or you can wait and enter this in the DataIQ UI.

7. Write down or copy the temporary password. (A copy of the temporary password is also
available in /opt/dataiq/install/keycloak_admin.passwd.)

8. In a browser window, navigate to the IP address used for DataIQ to open the DataIQ UI.
Change the default password when prompted and continue.

Keep this password safe using your organization's recommended security practices. These
credentials are used for logging into the UI and for future upgrades.

Licenses
Some features require a fully licensed version of DataIQ. Contact your Dell EMC representative for
info on purchasing a license.

When you first install DataIQ, you have access to the trial functions for 60 days, including the
ability to connect to third-party storage.

After you purchase and activate a license, you get access to the features you have purchased.
When your DataIQ license expires, you will only have access to basic DataIQ features.

Installation
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Activate DataIQ
Get your license file and import it into DataIQ.

Procedure

1. Download your license file (license.xml) from Software Licensing Central, at https://
www.dell.com/support/contents/us/en/19/article/product-support/self-support-
knowledgebase/software-and-downloads/software-licensing-central.

2. If your cluster is not connected to the Internet, transfer this file to a workstation that has
web access to the DataIQ host.

3. From DataIQ UI, from the Settings page, select Licensing > Upload, then browse to the
licensing file.

Update license
Get updated license files and upload them to DataIQ through the web UI.

Procedure

1. Download your license file (license.xml) from Software Licensing Central, at https://
www.dell.com/support/contents/us/en/19/article/product-support/self-support-
knowledgebase/software-and-downloads/software-licensing-central.

2. If your cluster is not connected to the Internet, transfer this file to a workstation that has
web access to the DataIQ host.

3.
From DataIQ UI, from the Settings page, select Licensing > Update licensing file, then
browse to the licensing file.

Check capacity
Licenses are usually limited by the amount of data stored and monitored on traditional storage
devices, like Dell EMC Isilon storage systems, and on external storage (like Amazon S3, Google
Cloud Provider, or Dell EMC ECS storage).

About this task

You can check the amount of data stored on these sources from the web UI:

Procedure

1. From the DataIQ web interface, from the Settings page, select Licensing.

2. Review the current scanning usage to find your current capacity, and compare this with
Maximum mounted bytes.

Upgrade DataIQ
Keep DataIQ upgraded with new features and fixes.

Before you begin

To upgrade DataIQ, DataIQ must already be installed. Upgrading does not require an Internet
connection.

If you are upgrading from ClarityNow to DataIQ, you must perform a fresh installation. (You may
be able to convert ClarityNow custom-context menus to DataIQ custom action items.)

Installation
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Procedure

1. Before upgrading DataIQ, back up your data to a separate location.

2. Download an upgrade bundle from Dell Support, at https://www.dell.com/support/home/
product-support/product/data-iq.

3. Copy the file to the DataIQ server, to the /root folder.

l To transfer the upgrade bundle from another computer, use a file-transfer tool such as
WinSCP.

l To transfer the upgrade bundle directly to the server from a portable drive, copy the file
from the command line, for example:

cp /yourdrive/dataiq-upgrade-2.0.0.0.tar.gz /root

4. From the DataIQ host command-line, extract the upgrade bundle:

cd /root
tar -zxvf dataiq-upgrade-2.0.0.0.tar.gz

5. Optional: Confirm that the following pods are in Running status: claritynow, clew, imanager,
and ixue.

kubectl get pods -ndataiq

6. Start the upgrade script:

sh ./opt/dataiq/tools/svc_dataiq_upgrade.sh

7. When prompted for the Keycloak username and password, enter the DataIQ administrator
username and password.

8. When prompted to input the full path of the upgrade bundle, enter the path. Example:

/root/upgrade/dataiq-upgrade-2.0.0.0_20200401092152.bundle

The upgrade script uploads the bundle into the Kubernetes system.

9. Press y, then Enter to extract the bundle file.

10. Press y, then Enter to begin the upgrade process.

The upgrade begins.

Installation
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During this process, it is normal to see the occasional messages of "Failed connect to
127.0.0.1:443; Connection refused." The upgrade script automatically retries to connect. If
these messages persist for more than 10 minutes, contact Dell Support.

When the upgrade is finished, the upgrade script reports "Upgrade successfully finished."

11. Confirm that the following pods are in running status. Note, upgraded versions may have
new pods.

kubectl get pods -ndataiq

Roll back from an upgrade to a previous version
To roll back to a previous version of DataIQ, uninstall DataIQ and reinstall the previous version.

Before you begin

Procedure

1. Uninstall DataIQ using the DataIQ uninstaller.

2. Download and install the previous version of DataIQ.

3. Restore your DataIQ settings.

Uninstall DataIQ
You can uninstall DataIQ using the same script as used to install DataIQ.

About this task

The uninstall process removes:

l All root files and configurations.

l Kubernetes

l nfs-utils packages

Procedure

1. At a root command line, set the permissions to allow the uninstallation file to run, for
example:

cd /opt/dataiq/tools
chmod +x svc_dataiq_installer_xxx.sh
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2. Run the installer, using the -u option:

sh svc_dataiq_installer_xxx.sh -u
3. When prompted, enter the IP address for DataIQ.

The uninstall process can take up to 5 minutes.

Installation
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CHAPTER 4

Authentication

DataIQ starts with predefined security users and security roles, which you can use immediately to
start using the tools. You can integrate DataIQ with your existing IT environment by setting up
services like Active Directory (AD) authentication.

DataIQ can inherit security groups from these services, and allows you to define what each group
of users can access from within DataIQ.

l Set up permissions for NFS servers ......................................................................................30
l Security roles and groups......................................................................................................30
l Set up Active Directory over LDAP....................................................................................... 32
l Set up Active Directory over Secure LDAP (LDAPS)............................................................ 35
l Use HTTPS certificates (SSL and TLS).................................................................................36
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Set up permissions for NFS servers
To allow DataIQ to perform scans on NFS servers, set up read-access permissions on the server.

Before you begin

About this task

Note: It is not recommended to use the NFS 'no root squash' setting, as it can be a potential
security risk. This setting can be used as a shortcut to provide access in isolated test labs in
trusted environments.

Procedure

1. On the NFS server, in OneFS, select the Protocols tab.

2. Add the IP address of the DataIQ server in each of the following sections:

l NFS Clients.

l Root Clients.

l Optional: Always read/write clients. Add this option for full access to make sure that
plug-in functionality also works.

Security roles and groups
DataIQ starts with predefined security groups and roles. You can create your own groups or import
groups from tools like Active Directory, and then grant those groups access to security roles.

Here are the initial values of the predefined security groups and roles:

Group Roles Notes

DataIQ Administrators DataIQ Administrator

Data Manager

Data User

Configure all settings and
access all features of DataIQ.

Data Managers Data Manager

Data User

Manage and access all data
management content.

Data Users Data User Access data management
content.

DataIQ starts with one predefined user, "administrator", in the DataIQ Administrators group. The
password for this user is set during the initial login.

It is recommended to use a local administrator account to modify user configurations. It is possible
for a user to modify their own level of access such that they are no longer a valid user.

Add a user
Add a DataIQ user account.

Procedure

1. In DataIQ, in the Settings tab, select Access and permissions > Local users tab.

2. Select Create new local user.

3. Enter the User name, First name, Last name, Email address, and Password (twice) for
the user.
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4. Click the ⊕ Add local group(s). Add the user into existing groups or to groups that you
created, for example, "Managers."

Add a security group
You can add a security group, which you can then assign to roles like Data Manager or Data User.
A group may have multiple users.

Procedure

1. In DataIQ, in the Settings tab, select Access and permissions, and ensure the Groups tab
is selected.

2. Select Create new local group.

3. Enter the name of the group, such as Audit-read only.

4. Add roles to the group, such as Data user.

5. Optional: Add existing local users to the group. Select ⊕ Add user to group and select the
users to add.

Use inherited Active Directory groups
If you have configured Active Directory, you can import groups, then grant those groups access to
one or more security roles.

Before you begin

About this task

Set up Active Directory over LDAP or Secure LDAP (LDAPS).

Procedure

1. From the Settings tab, select Access and Permissions > Add inherited groups. (The Add
inherited groups option only appears after configuring DataIQ to source users from Active
Directory.)

2. In Enter distinguished name for each group to inherit from LDAP provider, enter the
distinguished name (DN) of the group, with each DN on a separate line. For example:

cn=itleads,
dc=example,
dc=west,
dc=com

3. In LDAP administrator user and Password, add the bind distinguished name (DN)
credentials for a user that has access to locate the LDAP groups to inherit, with each DN on
a separate line.. For example:

cn=admin,
dc=example,
dc=west,
dc=com

4.
In the list of groups, select the down-arrow (  ) next to the group that you inherited,
and select Edit Group.

5. Select ⊕ Add role to group, and select one or more security roles to add to the group.
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Note: If you add a user, but do not add a security role, the user will not be able to log in
to DataIQ.

Results

The inherited group appears with security roles assigned. Example:

Group Roles

MyCompany IT Leads (Inherited from AD) DataIQ Administrator

Data Manager

Data User

MyCompany IT Staff (Inherited from AD) Data Manager

Data User

Change user information or passwords
You can add a DataIQ user into a security group or update the user password.

Procedure

1. In DataIQ, in the Settings tab, select Access and permissions > Local users

2.
Select the drop-down ( ) next to a user.

3. From the Edit page, enter the new First name, Last name, Email address, or select Change
password to change the password. Or, select ⊕ Add local groups to add the user into more
roles, for example, Data Manager.

Set up Active Directory over LDAP
DataIQ supports authenticating users from Active Directory (AD) over Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LDAP).

After you have configured AD in DataIQ, you can assign DataIQ security groups to inherit the AD
security groups. You can then assign security roles, such as "Data user."

After authenticating against AD, user info is temporarily cached in DataIQ. This information is
never persisted.

Use a third-party application to view AD users and groups to assist with configuration for DataIQ.

Changes to user or group info on LDAP on Active Directory (AD) servers may take 10 to 15 minutes
to several minutes to take effect.

Configure authentication service
Use these settings to configure Active Directory user info. Any changes to user or group info may
take 10-15 minutes to propagate.

In DataIQ, in the Settings tab, select Access and Permissions  > Edit Authentication Service.
Fill out the form with info from your Active Directory setup:

l Display name: Display name for the configured LDAP provider, for example, AD-provider.

l Vendor: select Active Directory (AD).
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l Username attribute: Directory service user object attribute that is mapped as the username.
Select a user object in the directory service tree. Identify attribute to use as the username.
Active Directory typically uses sAMAccountName or cn. Other LDAP vendors often use uid.
Attributes should be unique across users. A conflict in username between users will prevent
that user from logging in.

l Top RDN: Relative Distinguished Name (RDN) of a user Distinguished Name (DN). Can vary
across vendors. This value is often the same as the username attribute. Active Directory
typically uses cn.

l UUID attribute: Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) attribute. This value is an LDAP
operational attribute that is assigned to each LDAP object. Active Directory typically uses
objectGUID. Other LDAP vendors typically use entryUUID.

l User object classes: An object class encapsulates attributes representing an LDAP object.
Enter each object class listed in this field, for example, top;person;organizationalPerson;user .

l Connection URL: Connection URL of the LDAP provider. Requires a scheme and address. The
port is optional. A default port is inferred based on the scheme (port 389 for LDAP and port
636 for LDAPS). IPv4 or a resolvable hostname are expected for the address. Examples:
ldap://example.abc.com:389 or ldaps://10.1.2.3:636.

l Users DN: Users distinguished name (DN) representing where to locate users in the directory
service tree, for example, CN=users,DC=ldap,DC=west,DC=abc,DC=com.

l User filter: Optional: apply an LDAP filter for additional criteria to select which users have
access.

l Search scope: Enter scope of the search for users. Options:

n Users DN is a single level search of the configured "Users DN".

n Users Subtree searches all the configured "Users DN", and the subtree.

l Authentication: Type of authentication method used. Options:

n Anonymous: No password is used to identify the user groups. The directory service must
be configured to allow anonymous authentication in order to select this option.

n Simple bind: Uses the bind credentials that are used by Keycloak to access the LDAP
server.

l Admin bind DN: Distinguished name (DN) of LDAP admin that is associated with stored simple
bind type, for example, CN=Administrator,CN=Users,DC=west,DC=local.

l Admin bind credential: Password, which is used for simple bind.

l Group filter: Optional: apply an LDAP filter for additional criteria in the LDAP query to select
groups.

l Groups DN: Groups distinguished name (DN) representing where to locate groups in the
directory service tree, for example, CN=Users,DC=west,DC=local.

l Group name attribute: The LDAP user object attribute mapped as the inherited group name. A
group name is the unique identifier in DataIQ, so multiple groups cannot be created with the
same name. Example: cn.

l Group object classes: An object class encapsulates attributes representing an LDAP object. A
group is required to have each object class listed in this field. Example: group.

l User group lookup strategy: Choose strategy to resolve group membership. The group
membership dictates user access within DataIQ. Options:

n SEARCH_BY_GROUPS_MEMBERS: Search all groups specified by "Groups DN", with the
chosen "Search scope". User is deemed a member of the group if user is found listed under
the group member attribute.
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Group member attribute in above example is "member".

The group member attribute type is "DN".

Group member user attribute is "CN".

l RECURSIVE_SEARCH_BY_GROUPS_MEMBERS: Searches all groups specified by "Groups
DN", with the chosen "Search scope". User is deemed a member of the group if user is found
listed under the group's member attribute. Recursively search group members that are groups.
For example, Group B is a member of Group A. The user is listed as member of Group B, but
not explicitly listed as a member of Group A. This strategy resolves the user as a member of
both Group A and Group B. This requires support for LDAP_MATCHING_RULE_IN_CHAIN on
the directory service.

l SEARCH_BY_USERS_MEMBERSHIP: Search user's memberOf attribute for groups.

l Group member attribute type: Name of the directory service attribute denoting a user in the
group membership mappings. example: "member: uid=person,ou=users,dc=example,dc=com"
Options:

l Group member user attribute: Name of the directory service attribute denoting a user in the
group membership mappings.

l User memberOf attribute: Name of a directory service attribute used to track the groups that
the user is a member of. Used to resolve group membership.

Add inherited groups
Use ActiveDirectory groups in DataIQ.

Before you begin

Procedure

1. In DataIQ, from Settings > Access and permissions, select the Groups tab.

2. Select Add inherited group(s).

3. In inherit groups, fill out the form:

l Enter distinguished name for each group to inherit from LDAP provider. One per
line: Use a third-party application to view AD users and groups to assist with choosing
which groups to inherit. Copy and paste the distinguished name (DN) of the group to
inherit from the directory service. Enter a single DN per line.
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l For LDAP administrator user and Password: enter the bind distinguished name (DN) of
a user with permissions to perform a search of the configured groups DN. For example,
"CN=Example User,CN=Users,DC=ldap,DC=west,DC=abc,DC=com"

4. Click Submit. Successfully inherited and ignored groups are shown in the text box.

Assign roles to the inherited groups
A user authenticating by the configured directory service authentication provider must be mapped
to an application role in order to access DataIQ features. Assign the inherited groups an application
role, which will be effective for users that are members of that group in the directory service.

Procedure

1. In DataIQ, from Settings > Access and permissions tab, select Edit groups.

2. In each inherited group, select Add role to group and assign roles, for example, Data user.

Set up Active Directory over Secure LDAP (LDAPS)
DataIQ supports authenticating users from Active Directory (AD) over Secure Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAPS). LDAPS is recommended over LDAP, as LDAPS does not send
sensitive data unencrypted through the network.

Before you begin

Before you can configure LDAPS, run a script add the public certificate(s) from the AD server.

Procedure

1. From the DataIQ server, at a command line, manually assign permission to run the following
script, adding the certificate filename:

cd /opt/dataiq/tools
chmod +x svc_dataiq_add_cert_for_ldap_to_truststore.sh 
sh svc_dataiq_add_cert_for_ldap_to_truststore.sh ldapwin.cer

2. Confirm the script ran successfully. Example output:

[root@kmaster ~]# sh /opt/dataiq/tools/
svc_dataiq_add_cert_for_ldap_to_truststore.sh ldapwin.cer
Certificate was added to keystore
pod "keycloak-0" deleted
[root@kmaster ~]# 

3. After a few minutes verify that the pod, keycloak-0 , is running without issue. This pod
allows the use and configuration of the authentication provider over LDAPS.
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Use HTTPS certificates (SSL and TLS)
By default, DataIQ generates self-signed (SSL) certificates for HTTPS communication. To
increase security, you can have DataIQ use signed Transport-Layer Security (TLS) certificates
instead.

Procedure

1. To add your own TLS key and certificate, run the following script, using your own key and
certificate:

sh ./opt/dataiq/tools/svc_dataiq_add_cert_for_dataiq_https.sh
<key> <cert>

After you finish

To stop using TLS certificates and use self-signed certificates again, run the following script:

sh .
/opt/dataiq/tools/svc_dataiq_create_self_signed_cert_for_dataiq_https.sh
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CHAPTER 5

Volumes and Object Stores

Add your Dell Isilon storage devices and external object stores like Dell EMC Elastic Cloud Storage
(ECS), Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3), and Google Cloud Platform (GCP) to get a unified
view of your data across your storage technologies.

Admins can assign an estimated total cost of ownership (TCO) value to each volume. This
information can help DataIQ generate more useful reports, and can help users make better
decisions when choosing where data is stored.

Admins can add clientmaps so that users on different device types (Windows, Linux, and
Macintosh) see volumes using familiar styles ( C:\server\vol1, \\server\vol1, or /vol1.)

l Data management configuration............................................................................................38
l Connect to Dell Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS)........................................................................ 43
l Connect to Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3)................................................................. 44
l Connect to Google Cloud Platform (GCP)............................................................................ 46
l Add a clientmap.....................................................................................................................48
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Data management configuration
Use this page to configure volumes and to tell DataIQ how volumes should be managed and
scanned. To get to this page, from the DataIQ Settings page, then select Data Management on
the left side.

You can also set up scan groups, which aggregate a set of volumes in such a way that the scanner
processes the volumes in the group sequentially. This is often done in cases where a set of
volumes is managed by the same metadata controller or file server. The settings for each scan
group apply to all volumes underneath that group.

Add a new volume
Add a volume, such as an Isilon cluster.

Procedure

1. From the Settings page, select the Data management configuration menu.

2. Select Add new volume.Enter the following:

Option Description

FS Type Select the type of filesystem to use for indexing. For most users the FS Type
should be set to VFS. VFS represents a mounted filesystem like NFS or other
block device.

Volume
name

This is the name under which the volume is represented in the GUI. This does
not need to correlate to the physical mount point. This name is often how the
organization commonly refers to the volume, for example, NewVolume. The
name can contain letters, numbers, underscore ( _ ), hyphen ( - ), and space
characters.

Mount
point

Enter the path where the volume is mounted on the server, for
example, /mnt/44. This can be the top path of where the file system is
mounted or it can be within a sub folder of the file system.

By default, the volume will be added to a scan group.

3. To configure more options, select Configure manually. From here, you can choose more
options:

Option Description

Scan this
volume

Sets how often scans run (You can create a custom schedule, or choose a
predefined schedule: Every day, weekdays only, or never.)

Scan
frequency

Sets whether to run at specific times or at regular intervals, such as every
2 hours.
When using this option, make sure the interval of scanning is greater than
the scan time for a volume.

Slowdown
factor

In almost all cases, you can ignore this setting.
This setting specifies how long a scanner thread should wait between
issuing each file system command, based on how long the previous
command took, in percent. For example, if a file system command takes 10
ms, and the value is 200 (200%), the scanner waits 20 ms before issuing
another command to the file system. The default value is 0.
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Option Description

This setting was designed to prevent scans from impacting volume
performance. However, in most cases, it is usually more effective to
restrict the number of scan threads instead using the settings: Scheduled
scan threads and Manual scan threads.

Scheduled
scan threads

Number of threads which the scanner uses for this volume during
scheduled scans. The default value is 1.

Note: If this value is set too high, it can severely impact some types of
metadata controllers or file servers.

Manual scan
threads

Number of threads which the scanner uses for this volume when scans are
manually initiated. The default value is 1.

Note: If this value is set too high, it can severely impact some types of
metadata controllers or file servers.

TCO per TB Total cost of ownership (TCO) per terabyte (TB). Use this value to create
reports that show used capacity in terms of cost per month. Leave this
field blank to use the global default. Determining the actual TCO for
storage can be complicated and is outside the scope of this document.
Currently, this value can only be shown in $/month. This is not currently
configurable.

Minimum free
space

This field specifies the free space threshold under which a volume is
considered dangerously full. Below this threshold, volumes will be flagged
in the GUI and, if enabled, email notifications will be sent. Supported
options include:

l Leaving the field blank, or setting the On-Off switch to Off will disable
the feature.

l A percentage (example, 5%).

l A capacity (example, 500 GB).

To learn more, see Configure email notification rules.

4. Configure Advanced scan settings:

Option Description

Hard link
handling

l Account full file size: In full file size accounting, each occurrence of a
hard linked file is accounted for in full.

l Account pro-rated file size: In pro-rated file size accounting, each
occurrence of a hard linked file is accounted for in terms of the file size
divided by the number of hard links. This advanced feature is used in
environments where hard-linked files are extensively used.

Scan
exclusion
patterns

Prevents DataIQ from scanning certain folders and files within the volume.
Leave blank to use the global defaults.

To enter an exclusion, use regular Java Regular Expressions (Regex). Use *
to match any string. Use | to separate multiple exclusion patterns.

Example 1: /mnt excludes /mnt (at the root of the volume).

Example 2: */temp|*/tmp excludes every folder named .temp or .tmp
anywhere on the volume.
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Option Description

Enable
folder loop
detection

By default, the scanner employs a folder loop detection algorithm to prevent
endless descent into a broken file system.

Volume IDs and folder IDs are used to ensure that a given path does not
contain more than one instance of a given path element. Some network file
systems supply random file ids or incorrect file ids, leading to inadvertent
triggering of the algorithm.

Set this flag to disable the algorithm on a given volume.

Edit information about a volume
Edit information about a volume

Before you begin

About this task

Procedure

1. From the Settings page, select the Data management configuration menu.

A list of volumes appears. You can search for an individual volume using the Search box at
the top of the list.

2. Select Edit next to the cluster you want to modify.

Create a new scan group
A scan group is a collection of volumes that should be scanned sequentially. The settings for each
scan group apply to all volumes underneath that group.

Procedure

1. From the Settings page, select the Data management configuration menu.

2. Select Create new scan group

3. Set theGroup name. This is often set to the name of the file server or metadata controller
that is responsible for the volumes in the scan group.

4. Set the other values for scans:

Option Description

Scan this
volume

Sets how often scans run (You can create a custom schedule, or choose a
predefined schedule: Every day, weekdays only, or never.)

Scan
frequency

Sets whether to run at specific times or at regular intervals, such as every
2 hours.
When using this option, make sure the interval of scanning is greater than
the scan time for a volume.

Slowdown
factor

In almost all cases, you can ignore this setting.
This setting specifies how long a scanner thread should wait between
issuing each file system command, based on how long the previous
command took, in percent. For example, if a file system command takes 10
ms, and the value is 200 (200%), the scanner waits 20 ms before issuing
another command to the file system. The default value is 0.
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Option Description

This setting was designed to prevent scans from impacting volume
performance. However, in most cases, it is usually more effective to
restrict the number of scan threads instead using the settings: Scheduled
scan threads and Manual scan threads.

Scheduled
scan threads

Number of threads which the scanner uses for this volume during
scheduled scans. The default value is 1.

Note: If this value is set too high, it can severely impact some types of
metadata controllers or file servers.

Manual scan
threads

Number of threads which the scanner uses for this volume when scans are
manually initiated. The default value is 1.

Note: If this value is set too high, it can severely impact some types of
metadata controllers or file servers.

TCO per TB Total cost of ownership (TCO) per terabyte (TB). Use this value to create
reports that show used capacity in terms of cost per month. Leave this
field blank to use the global default. Determining the actual TCO for
storage can be complicated and is outside the scope of this document.
Currently, this value can only be shown in $/month. This is not currently
configurable.

Minimum free
space

This field specifies the free space threshold under which a volume is
considered dangerously full. Below this threshold, volumes will be flagged
in the GUI and, if enabled, email notifications will be sent. Supported
options include:

l Leaving the field blank, or setting the On-Off switch to Off will disable
the feature.

l A percentage (e.g. 5%).

l A capacity (example, 500 GB).

Set volume defaults
Any changes made to volume defaults are applied globally to all volumes configured for the
application. Individual volume settings, where specified, override these defaults.

About this task

Any changes made to volume defaults are applied globally to all volumes configured for the
application. Individual volume settings, where specified, override these defaults.

Procedure

1. From the Settings page, select the Data management configuration menu.

2. Select Volume defaults.

3. Select settings:
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Option Description

Default
minimum free
space

This field specifies the free space threshold under which a volume is
considered dangerously full. Below this threshold, volumes will be flagged
in the GUI and, if enabled, email notifications will be sent. Supported
options include:

l Leaving the field blank, or setting the On-Off switch to Off will disable
the feature.

l A percentage (example, 5%).

l A capacity (example, 500 GB).

To learn more, see Configure email notification rules.

Default TCO
per TB

Total cost of ownership (TCO) per terabyte (TB). Use this value to create
reports that show used capacity in terms of cost per month. Determining
the actual TCO for storage can be complicated and is outside the scope of
this document. Currently, this value can only be shown in $/month.

Scan
exclusion
pattern

Prevents DataIQ from scanning certain folders and files within the volume.
To enter an exclusion, use regular Java Regular Expressions (Regex). Use
* to match any string. Use | to separate multiple exclusion patterns.

Example 1: /mnt excludes /mnt (at the root of the volume).

Example 2: */temp|*/tmp excludes every folder named .temp or .tmp
anywhere on the volume.

Secondary
hardlink
regular
expression

Files matching this regular expression in Java syntax are considered
secondary hardlinks.
Secondary hardlinks are accounted for with zero bytes. This allows for
more accurate reports on volumes with hardlinks.

The entire path, including the volume name, must match in order for the
file to be considered a secondary hardlink. This feature is not able to be
overridden in scan group and volume configuration.

Note: Using this feature is currently incompatible with "pro-rated"
hardlink accounting.

Update Data Mover configuration
If DataIQ uses the optional plug-in: Data Mover, configure the Data Mover UI and each of the Data
Mover Workers with these same information.

To learn more, see Configure Data Mover UI Plugin and Configure Data Mover Workers .
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Connect to Dell Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS)
From an Dell EMC Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS) system, you can create buckets that can be
monitored from DataIQ. Set up an owner and permissions, then export it so it can be used as a file
share from DataIQ.

Create a bucket that can be monitored
Create a bucket in ECS.

Procedure

1. From ECS, select Bucket.

2. Navigate to the new bucket.

3. Set a namespace value.

4. Associate your bucket with a user that has valid credentials, then select Next.

5. Enable the File System value, and enter the default bucket group name.

6. Set the group level file permission as Read, Write and Execute.

7. Select Metadata Search values: select Type as System. Select Name as Owner. Then, click
AddNext.

8. Select Save to save the bucket.

Export the bucket as a folder
Export the ECS S3 bucket as a folder.

Procedure

1. In ECS, from the File tab, select Create new export, then select your bucket and select
Add export.

2. In the Export tab, enter a hostname.

3. Set the permissions to Read and Write, and save the settings.

4. From the ECS command line, confirm that the new folder appears by reviewing the mounted
folders. For <ECS_IP>, enter the IP address of the ECS system.

check showmount -e <ECS_IP>

Connect DataIQ to the mounted folder
Create a credentials file that includes the ECS volume info.

Procedure

1. On the DataIQ server, open the command-line interface, and navigate to /opt/dataiq/
maunakea/aws/credentials

2. Create a credentials file with add your ECS access key and secret access key:

[root@kmaster aws]# cat > credentials
[ecs]
aws_access_key_id = <ACCESS_KEY>
aws_secret_access_key= <SECRET>
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3. In DataIQ, mount the folder and copy the data to the ECS server:

mount ip name:/ifs/automationdata /mnt/auto

Add ECS bucket as a volume
Add the ECS bucket as a volume on the DataIQ server.

Procedure

1. In DataIQ, in the Settings tab, select Data management configuration.

2. In S3 Endpoints, click Add new endpoint.

3. For Endpoint name, you can use any name, for example, "ECS".

4. For Endpoint URL, add the endpoint URL, for example, https://
object.ecstestdrive.com:443.

5. For Credentials name, use the ECS credentials you added earlier.

6. Leave Use path style addressing and Force V2 signatures as cleared.

7. Click Create. This creates an endpoint.

8. Create a volume. Select the FS type Amazon S3, and give the volume a name.

9. Select the S3 endpoint list. The UI shows only those buckets which are there in S3.

10. Select the bucket and click Create.

Update Data Mover configuration
If DataIQ uses the optional plug-in: Data Mover, configure the Data Mover UI and each of the Data
Mover Workers with these same credentials.

To learn more, see Configure Data Mover UI Plugin and Configure Data Mover Workers.

Connect to Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3)
From Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3), you can create buckets that can be monitored from
DataIQ. Set up an owner and permissions, and export it so it can be used as a file share from
DataIQ.

Create a bucket that can be monitored
Create a bucket from the S3 Browser app.

Procedure

1. Download and install S3 Browser from https://s3browser.com/.

2. From S3 browser, go to Accounts.

3. Add an account with your access key and secret key.

4. Click New bucket, then click New folder to create a folder inside bucket.

5. To populate the dataset:

From Windows: Click Upload and browse the folder or file you want to upload.

From Linux: Configure awscli on Linux machine, where your dataset is present.
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Connect to the bucket from the server
Connect to the bucket from the DataIQ server.

Procedure

1. Install pip:

install pip

2. Install the AWS Command-line interface:

pip install awscli

3. Confirm the version of AWS:

aws -version

4. Provide the access and secret keys:

aws configure

Results

Other helpful commands:

l List all the created buckets:

aws s3 ls

l Copy a test file (test.txt) to S3:

aws s3 cp test.txt s3://mybucket/test2.txt

l Copy files back from the S3 host:

aws s3 cp s3://mybucket/test.txt test2.txt

l Copy all folder/dataset from localhost to S3 buckets:

aws s3 cp . s3://mk-validation-bucket/<folder> --grants 
read=uri=http://acs.amazonaws.com/groups/global/AllUsers -
recursive

Volumes and Object Stores
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Add login information
Create a credentials file that includes the S3 volume info.

Procedure

1. On the DataIQ server, open the command-line interface, and navigate to /opt/dataiq/
maunakea/aws/credentials.

2. Create a credentials file, using your AWS access key ID and secret access key. In this
example, the credentials use [default] For example:

     [root@kmaster aws]# cat > credentials
     [default]
     aws_access_key_id = <>
     aws_secret_access_key = <>

Add AWS bucket as a volume
Add the AWS bucket as a volume on the DataIQ server.

Procedure

1. In DataIQ, in the Settings tab, select Data management configuration.

2. In S3 Endpoints, click Add new endpoint.

3. For Endpoint name, you can use any name, for example, "Amazon S3".

4. For Endpoint URL, use either the virtual-hosted-style, http://
bucket.s3.amazonaws.com, or the path-style URL, http://bucket.s3-aws-
region.amazonaws.com.

5. For Default region, either leave the value blank or enter a default region, for example, ap-
southeast-1 .

6. For Credentials name, use the S3 credentials you added earlier.

7. Leave Use path style addressing and Force V2 signatures as cleared.

8. Click Create. This creates a S3 endpoint.

Update Data Mover configuration
If DataIQ uses the optional plug-in: Data Mover, configure the Data Mover UI and each of the Data
Mover Workers with these same credentials.

To learn more, see Configure Data Mover UI Plugin and Configure Data Mover Workers.

Connect to Google Cloud Platform (GCP)
From Google Cloud Platform (GCP), you can create buckets that can be monitored from DataIQ.
Set up an owner and permissions, and export it so it can be used as a file share from DataIQ.
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Create a bucket that can be monitored
Create a bucket in GCP.

Procedure

1. Connect to the Google Cloud Platform web console , then select your project.

2. Select Create a bucket.

3. Name your bucket, set a location for the bucket, and give the bucket permissions: Read,
Write and Execute.

4. Select Create.

Get your GCP access and secret key
Get your GCP access and secret key

Procedure

1. In GCP, click Settings.

2. Select Interoperability, and select your project. The page shows the access key and secret
ID.

Add a GCP volume
Create a credentials file, using your GCP access key ID and secret access key.

Procedure

1. On the DataIQ server, open the command-line interface, and navigate to /opt/dataiq/
maunakea/aws/credentials.

2. Create the file. In this example, the credentials use [default] For example:

[root@kmaster gcp]# cat > credentials
[default]
gcp_access_key_id = <>
gcp_secret_access_key = <>

Add the GCP bucket as an endpoint in DataIQ
Add the GCP bucket as an endpoint in DataIQ .

Procedure

1. In DataIQ, in the Settings tab, select Data management configuration.

2. In S3 Endpoints, select Add new endpoint.

3. For Endpoint name, you can use any name, for example, "Google Cloud Platform".

4. For Endpoint URL, use https://storage.googleapis.com.

5. For default region, you can either leave the value blank, or enter a default region, for
example, us-central1-a .

6. For Credentials name, use the GCP credentials you added earlier.

7. Leave Use path style addressing and Force V2 signatures as cleared.

8. Click Create. This creates an S3 endpoint.
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9. Create a volume. Select the FS type as Amazon S3 and the volume a name.

10. Select Endpoint list. The UI shows only those buckets which are there in GCP.

11. Select the bucket and select Create.

Update Data Mover configuration
If DataIQ uses the optional plug-in: Data Mover, configure the Data Mover UI and each of the Data
Mover Workers with these same credentials.

To learn more, see Configure Data Mover UI Plugin and Configure Data Mover Workers.

Add a clientmap
Clientmaps are used to map virtual DataIQ paths to valid client paths. You can map a volume, /
vol1 , to appear on a Windows device as C:\server\vol1 or as the UNC path \\server
\vol1.

About this task

By default, volumes appear without a clientmap (example: /vol1 appears as /vol1 ).

Procedure

1. In the DataIQ GUI, from the Settings page, select the Data management configuration
menu.

2. Select Configure clientmap . Update the paths using the following format:

group <group>
  <virtual path>: <client path>
  ...
group ...
  ...
Notes:
  - <group> is the name of a path mapping for a particular set of 
clients with identical mounts
  - <virtual path> is the path in virtual ClarityNow! format, for 
example /vol1/features
  - <client path> is the path as the virtual path is mapped on the 
client, for example c:\nas\bigvol\features
  - supported client path formats are
      - Windows paths, for example c:\abc
      - UNC paths, for example \\server\abc
      - URL paths, for example smb://server/abc
      - Posix paths, for example /mnt/vol1roup test1
  /vol1: c:\server\vol1
  /vol2: c:\server\vol2
  /vol3: c:\server\vol3
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Change the clientmap
Clientmaps allow DataIQ to display virtual paths as valid client paths. For example, on a Windows
system, DataIQ can show a specific volume path /vol1 as C:\server\vol1 or \\server
\vol1.

Procedure

1. From the Settings page, select the Local settings.

2. Select a Clientmap from the drop-down. (If no clientmap appears, you can ask your DataIQ
administrator to create one.)

3. From the Data Management tab, select Browse and verify that paths using the clientmap.
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CHAPTER 6

Tags

DataIQ tags can help categorize data that is stored across all of your storage technologies.

Rather than looking at data by standard metadata values like location, access time, or create date,
you can track it using business contexts, such as:

l Across projects, departments

l Across team leads or project managers

l Across development stages such as Design, Production, and Released.

After your data is tagged, DataIQ views and reports can provide actionable business-oriented
information, which can be used for:

l Observing and comparing related costs of the file content.

l Gaining insight into whether to move specific file content from relatively expensive primary
storage to cost-effective archive storage.

l Identifying data for specific deep learning or research review rather than relying on cryptic
folder-naming schemes

l Labeling data to be used in collaborative efforts

Types of tags:

Automatic tags (Auto-tags)

Admins can set up regular scans from DataIQ to generate tags automatically (autotagging).

File-based tags

Content owners can insert files into their file system that will generate tags.

Tag groups (Implied tags)

Admins can group tags for reporting using implied tags.

DataIQ stores the tag metadata in an index database contained within the DataIQ server. This
strategy offers advantages:

l Easier to recreate the data using rules in the event the server is lost

l Faster to adjust categories

l Easier out-of-band data categorization

l Massive scalability.

A tag entry in the index database consumes roughly 1KB of storage space. Additional tags applied
to the same file increase the amount of space consumed within the index database proportionally.

Additional data-refinement tasks include:

l Exclude recycle bin / trash data from reporting

l Search for problematic characters (for example, quotation marks) from folder and file names

l Automatic tags (Auto-tags).................................................................................................. 53
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l File-driven tags......................................................................................................................57
l Implied tags........................................................................................................................... 57
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Automatic tags (Auto-tags)
Use rules to automatically tag files during regular scans. Automatic rules help ensure that your data
tags remains consistent, which can save time and reduce errors compared to individually tagging
files and folders.

To make your reports more consistent, reliable, and easier to generate, your organization can
decide on a predictable file or folder naming scheme which can be queried using the auto-tagging
rules.

When a file scan finds a new folder or tracked file, DataIQ checks the auto-tagging rules, and
creates and applies the appropriate tags.

You can also modify the file either through the UI, or directly at /usr/local/dataiq/etc/
autotag.cfg. The file is not created by the installer, but you can use the sample file: /usr/local/
dataiq/etc/autotag.cfg.sample as a starting point.

Configure auto-tagging
Create rules for auto-tagging. Before you save them, you see a simulation of how the tags will
categorize the data.

Procedure

1. From DataIQ, in the Settings tab, select Data management configuration.

2. Edit your file, then select Simulate and report.

The report appears, showing how often a given rule was applied, how many tags would be
applied, and the percentage of server memory that would be used by actual tagging.

3. If the rule works in the way you expect, select Save and run. Otherwise, select Revert to
bring back the previous version.

Modify auto-tags
Running an auto-tag refresh does not update previously-created tags. If you want to rename a tag,
delete the old tag first.

Procedure

1. Configure autotagging for the new tag in the configuration file.

2. Delete the old tags: in the Settings tab, select > Data Management > Tag Management.

Select the  (Edit) button next to a tag (or category of tags), and select Delete this tag
(or Delete this category).

Auto-tag file format
Use Java regular expressions (Regex) to create auto-tag rules that refer to files and file paths.
There are multiple reference sources and regex testers available online which can help decipher
and troubleshoot regular expressions.

General format of autotag.cfg

set
    match <re>                     # path to match
        max_depth <n>              # maximum search depth
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        [required_tag <cat>/<tag>] # rule will only be used if volume has 
this tag
        apply_tag <cat>/<tag>      # tag to apply
        apply_tag <cat>/<tag>
        . . .
    match ...

set
    match ...

<re>

A Java regular expression (regex) that must match the ENTIRE path (^ and $ are assumed) in
order for the tag to be applied.

<n>

The maximum folder depth that is allowed for finding a match using the regular expression.
Increasing this number increases the number of directories and subdirectories examined, thus
decreasing scan performance. /vol1/folder1 requires a search depth of 2, for example.

<cat>

A tag category.

<tag>

A tag name.

Matching rules for each tracked folder or tracked file:

l Sets are checked in the listed order

l Rules within a set are checked in the listed order

l The first rule within a set to match a tracked item prevents any following regular expression
matches within that set from being examined or applied to the same tracked item.

l After a set has been processed, the next set is processed

Additional tagging options:

l In apply_tag parameters, $1, $2, $3, and so on, are replaced by matched RE substrings. RE
substrings are expressions in parentheses. The number represents the order of the RE match
found. For example, $3 would be the third parenthesized match within the RE.

l In apply_tag parameters, $user and $group can be used to display the user name and
group in the applied tag. If the name of either the user or group cannot be resolved, then
gid_n and uid_n are returned, respectively, where n is replaced with the gid/uid in
numerical form.

l Multiple match blocks may be present within each set.

l For backward compatibility, the set keyword may be omitted, in which case all matches are in
the same set.

l Tags and categories that are specified by apply_tag are created if not already present.

The following example is designed to tag /<volume name>/<Show name> with a
tag named <Show name> in category Show.

set
  match /[^/]+/([^/]+)
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    max_depth 2
    apply_tag Show/$1

With the auto-tagging example, consider the following paths:

l /san01/PeopleAreLovely: This path would get the category and tag Show/
PeopleAreLovely.

l /san01/PeopleAreLovely/Dailies: This path would not be tagged because
it has more characters after the regular expression match ends. In addition, the
max depth would be required to be '3' to even be considered.

Autotag example: Data cost by business context
You can create autotags to describe the business context of data across file systems, for example,
by project or schedule.

Once irregular characters are identified and tagged, you can generate a report that identifies them,
and take corrective action.

This Java regular expression (regex) example tags many common irregular characters.

Regular expressions are the tool used to search through and report on Folder content.
By using the actual folder name value in a standard regex variable, the folder name can
become a grouping label in the report output. The drawback to this strategy is that all
the reporting is at the mercy of the actual folder names, including incorrect or
inconsistent spelling. While this approach is often useful, the drawback can be
overcome by assigning fixed values for the search results that are consistent with
business terminology.

The first challenge in any filesystem structure is how the data is organized, whether
on a single storage platform, or across several. In either situation, it is likely that there
is data which can reported on from several different directions. In the example below,
we have several parallel projects (designated PRJ or prj).

Descending from the top-level folder, there are various stages of project development,
indications of separate team functions, and archive repository folders.

Autotag rules can search for related data spread across filesystems in various ways.

Looking specifically at anything PRJ1 is challenging because the project has two top-
level folders as well as content over in the Production top-level tree. To grab totals
about that data content an Auto-tag rule with a regular expression as in this example
from a common regex tester. Testing a regular expression designed to search multiple
folder trees.

set
match (?i)\/PRJ\/prj1[-]?[a-z]*|\/PRJ/[^/]+\/prj1
  max_depth 5
  apply_tag projects/PRJ1         #NOTE: this is a literal value
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This rule looks through the volume defined as 'PRJ' and moves through the virtual
path starting at the toplevel directory folder of 'PRJ'. The rule descends into all
related 'PRJ1' or 'prj1' folders at this level or 1 extra level down.

This could also be represented more simply in the DataIQ autotag.cfg file as:

set
match (?i)\/PRJ\/prj1[-]?[a-z]*
 max_depth 5
 apply_tag projects/PRJ1          #NOTE: this is a literal value
match (?i)\/PRJ/[^/]+\/prj1
max_depth 5
apply_tag projects/PRJ1

The 'set' indicator helps group all the related rules together. This property also
provides a unique capability to write rules that span multiple storage platforms which
may host related data folders and files scattered across separate mount points.

Expanding on the above scenario by introducing two other Isilon platforms, you might
have 'PRJ1' content on mount points 'prodNFS1', 'prodNFS2', and 'prodCIFS'. This
does not pose a problem for DataIQ by using a group of 'match' statements keyed to
each virtual path defined in the DataIQ volume definition.

Regex can be used to search for similar data across multiple storage platforms:

set
match (?i)\/prodNFS1\/PRJ\/prj1[-]?[a-z]*
max_depth 5
apply_tag projects/PRJ1 #NOTE: this is a literal value
match (?i)\/prodNFS2\/PRJ\/prj1[-]?[a-z]*
max_depth 5
apply_tag projects/PRJ1 #NOTE: this is a literal value
match (?i)\/prodCIFS\/PRJ/[^/]+\/prj1
max_depth 5
apply_tag projects/PRJ1

In this way, each of the three separate mount points can be gathered into a single
aggregated report which summarizes total file-system space consumption for a
project designated 'PRJ1'.

Autotag example: filename /foldername cleanup and consistency
Use DataIQ to search for file and folder names that include irregular characters that can cause
problems in some programs, for example, the Ampersand (&), question marks (?), or the semi-
colon ( ;).

Once irregular characters are identified and tagged, you can generate a report that identifies them,
and take corrective action.

This Java regular expression (regex) example tags many common irregular characters.

# Auto-tag illegal characters in  file names:
#
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match
/[^/]+/(.*(\x22)[^/]*|.*(\x26)[^/]*|.*(\x27)[^/ ]  *|.*(\x28)
[^/]*|.*(\x29)[^
/]*|.*(\x2A)[^/]*|.*(\x2B)[^/]*|.*(\x2C)[^/]*)
 apply_tag illegal_character/$2 double_quote
 apply_tag illegal_character/$3 ampersand
 apply_tag illegal_character/$4 single_quote
 apply_tag illegal_character/$5 left_paren
 apply_tag illegal_character/$6 right_paren
 apply_tag illegal_character/$7 asterik
 apply_tag illegal_character/$8 plus
 apply_tag illegal_character/$9 comma
match
/[^/]+/(.*(\x3A)[^/]*|.*(\x3B)[^/]*|.*(\x3C)[^/ ]  *|.*(\x3D)
[^/]*|.*(\x3E)[^
/]*|.*(x\3F)[^/]*)
 apply_tag illegal_character/$2 colon
 apply_tag illegal_character/$3 semi_colon
 apply_tag illegal_character/$4 less_than
 apply_tag illegal_character/$5 equals
 apply_tag illegal_character/$6 greater_than
 apply_tag illegal_character/$7 question_mark

File-driven tags
Content owners and line-of-business owners can add tags into DataIQ.by adding *.cntag files on
their own portion of the shared file system. DataIQ finds these files during normal file scans.

About this task

In general, auto-tags should be preferred to file-driven cntags, as manual tags can be more difficult
to create and manage, especially when there are a lot of them.

Procedure

1. Create a 0-byte empty file. (If the cntag file is not empty, it is ignored. If you want this file
to be used by DataIQ, ensure that the file contains no data.)

2. Save the file in the format: <category>.<tag>.cntag. These category and tag names
will be applied to the parent folder during scans.

3. If you want to categorize a folder with multiple tags, you can reduce clutter on the file
system by adding a subfolder named cntag, and putting the .cntag files in it. In this case,
the grandparent folder of the *.cntag files receives the tags.

4. After DataIQ performs a scheduled scan, the tags appear in DataIQ in the Data
Management > Tags window.

Note: If you run an auto-tag refresh, it will not find these file-driven tags.

Implied tags
Admins can group tags together using implied tags.

These can be configured through theAPI.

Tags
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CHAPTER 7

Configuration

This section discusses configuration options.

Only admins can configure these areas of DataIQ:

l Global configurations are managed through the Global Configuration File, clarity.cfg.

l Plugins are configured through individual configuration files (plugin.cfg).

l Kubernetes configurations are managed through Kubernetes ConfigMap and Kubernetes
Secret.

l Other server admin configurations can be managed through the DataIQ GUI.

Other configuration items available to users are detailed in the DataIQ User Guide.

l Local settings........................................................................................................................60
l Email alerts............................................................................................................................ 61
l Secure Remote Services (SRS)............................................................................................ 62
l Data Management Configuration File.................................................................................... 64
l Viewfilter Configuration........................................................................................................ 69
l Kubernetes configuration...................................................................................................... 70
l Backup................................................................................................................................... 71
l Restore..................................................................................................................................72
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Local settings
Use this page to modify settings for the DataIQ application itself. To get to this page, from the
DataIQ Settings page, select Application Settings on the left side.

Change the UI appearance
Switch between day (light) and night (dark) theme in the UI screens.

Procedure

1. From the Settings page, select Local settings.

2. Select either Day/light theme or Night/dark theme.

Add a clientmap
Clientmaps are used to map virtual DataIQ paths to valid client paths. You can map a volume, /
vol1 , to appear on a Windows device as C:\server\vol1 or as the UNC path \\server
\vol1.

About this task

By default, volumes appear without a clientmap (example: /vol1 appears as /vol1 ).

Procedure

1. In the DataIQ GUI, from the Settings page, select the Data management configuration
menu.

2. Select Configure clientmap . Update the paths using the following format:

group <group>
  <virtual path>: <client path>
  ...
group ...
  ...
Notes:
  - <group> is the name of a path mapping for a particular set of 
clients with identical mounts
  - <virtual path> is the path in virtual ClarityNow! format, for 
example /vol1/features
  - <client path> is the path as the virtual path is mapped on the 
client, for example c:\nas\bigvol\features
  - supported client path formats are
      - Windows paths, for example c:\abc
      - UNC paths, for example \\server\abc
      - URL paths, for example smb://server/abc
      - Posix paths, for example /mnt/vol1roup test1
  /vol1: c:\server\vol1
  /vol2: c:\server\vol2
  /vol3: c:\server\vol3
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Change the clientmap
Clientmaps allow DataIQ to display virtual paths as valid client paths. For example, on a Windows
system, DataIQ can show a specific volume path /vol1 as C:\server\vol1 or \\server
\vol1.

Procedure

1. From the Settings page, select the Local settings.

2. Select a Clientmap from the drop-down. (If no clientmap appears, you can ask your DataIQ
administrator to create one.)

3. From the Data Management tab, select Browse and verify that paths using the clientmap.

Hide or show dot (.) files and folders
You can decide whether to show files that are typically hidden on a Linux environment. This
includes files and folders that begin with a dot (.).

Procedure

1. From the Settings page, select Local settings.

2. Check or uncheck Hide dot files and folders.

Choose the secondary sorting of content
When browsing files and folders, the primary sort is chosen in the headings. A secondary sort is
chosen in Settings. You can choose whether to show folders first, files first, or whether to see a
mix of folders and files alphabetically.

Procedure

1. From the Settings page, select Local settings.

2. In Secondary sorting of content, choose either Show folders first, Show files first, or No
secondary sort .

Email alerts
Configure DataIQ to send email alerts. For example, if a volume is over its capacity, it can send an
email to the appropriate team owner or alias to let them know.

Procedure

1. From DataIQ, from the Settings tab, select General management > Configure email
alerts.

2. Set up your email server info. DataIQ uses the information to send alerts. For example:

global:
  smtp_smarthost: 'SMTP_SERVER:PORT'
  smtp_from: 'dataiq.alert@dell.com'
  smtp_auth_username: 'USERNAME'
  smtp_auth_identity: 'ID'
  smtp_auth_password: 'PASSWORD'
  smtp_require_tls: false
  resolve_timeout: 5m
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3. Set up your notification times. You can set up email notifications to send at scheduled times
or at regular intervals. You can also set up a nag delay to send additional mail when an alert
has not been read or responded to.

  group_wait: 15s
  group_interval: 45s
  repeat_interval: 4h

4. Set up email templates that can be sent during notifications.

templates:
- '/etc/alertmanager/template/email.tmpl'

receivers:
- name: 'default-receivers'
  email_configs:
  - to: 'EMAIL@DOMAIN.COM'
    send_resolved: true
    html: '{{ template "email.default.html" . }}'

Configure email notification rules
Set up email to send to workgroups. You can set up separate notification rules for different
workgroups. For example, use tag space restrictions to send mail to business departments when
they have gone over the limits in their tagged folders.

Before you begin

About this task

Procedure

1. From DataIQ, from the Settings page, select General management > Configure email
alerts.

2. Either select Add new rule or select an existing rule.

The Add notification panel opens. From here, you can select under which conditions you
would like to send an alert. Examples include: scan errors, expired data, folder space
restrictions, and system alerts.

Add email addresses or aliases for everyone who should receive the alerts.

Secure Remote Services (SRS)
Use Secure Remote Services (SRS) as needed to send telemetry data to Dell Support.

The SRS application architecture is a secure, asynchronous messaging system designed to support
the functions of secure encrypted file transfer, monitoring of device status, and remote execution
of diagnostic activities. This distributed solution is designed to provide a scalable, fault-tolerant,
and minimally intrusive extension to your system support environment.

DataIQ supports SRS versions 3.40.00.14 and later. SRS can be installed on the DataIQ server, or
can be hosted from another server on the network.

When SRS is installed, security tools are always launched and running. These tools protect
sensitive information, such as username, passwords, directory names, and so on.
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By default, DataIQ does not share information to Dell EMC.

About this task (E-EULA)
Read the following E-EULA before proceeding with the changes.

TELEMETRY SOFTWARE NOTICE

If you are acting on behalf of a U.S. Federal Government agency or if Customer has an express
written agreement in place stating that no remote support shall be performed for this machine,
please stop attempting to enable the Software and contact your sales account representative. By
continuing to install this Software, you acknowledge that you understand the information stated
below and accept it. Privacy Dell, Inc and its group of companies may collect, use and share
information, including limited personal information from our customers in connection with the
deployment of this telemetry software ("Software"). We will collect limited personal data when
you register the Software and provide us with your contact details such as name, contact details
and the company you work for. For more information on how we use your personal information,
including how to exercise your data subject rights, please refer to our Dell Privacy Statement
which is available online at https://www.dell.com/learn/policies-privacy-country-specific-privacy-
policy.

Example 1  Telemetry Software

This Software gathers system information related to this machine, such as
diagnostics, configurations, usage characteristics, performance, and deployment
location (collectively, "System Data"), and it manages the remote access and the
exchange of the System Data with Dell Inc. or its applicable subsidiaries (together,
"Dell"). By using the Software, Customer consents to Dell's connection to and remote
access of the machine and acknowledges that Dell will use the System Data
transmitted to Dell via the Software as follows ("Permitted Purposes"):

l remotely access the machine and Software to install, maintain, monitor, remotely
support, receive alerts and notifications from, and change certain internal system
parameters of this machine and the Customer's environment, in fulfillment of
applicable warranty and support obligations;

l provide Customer with visibility to its actual usage and consumption patterns of
the machine;

l utilize the System Data in connection with predictive analytics and usage
intelligence to consult with and assist Customer, directly or through a reseller, to
optimize Customer's future planning activities and requirements; and

l "anonymize" (i.e., remove any reference to a specific Customer) and aggregate
System Data with that from machines of other Customers and use such data to
develop and improve products.

Customer may disable the Software at any time, in which case all the above activities
will stop. Customer acknowledges that this will limit Dell's ability and obligations (if
any) to support the machine.

The Software does not enable Dell or their service personnel to access, view, process,
copy, modify, or handle Customer's business data stored on or in this machine.
System Data does not include personally identifiable data relating to any individuals.
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Install, upgrade, or uninstall SRS
For assistance with setup and maintenance with SRS, contact your Dell EMC Global Services
representatives.

See https://support.dell.com/support/home/product-support/product/emc-secure-remote-
services for instructions on downloading and installing SRS.

Note: if you are installing SRS on your DataIQ server, the following ports must be open to send
data to Dell EMC:

l HTTPS 443 (service notifications and initial setup)

l HTTP 443 and 8443 (remote support)

l HTTP 9443 (managed file transfer)

Configure SRS in DataIQ
Diagnostic data may be pushed to Dell EMC support (via the SRS or manually) by the DataIQ
admin.

Procedure

1. In DataIQ, from the Settings tab, select General management > Configure SRS.

2. Enter the SRS IP address, username, and password.

3. Send data to Dell Support.

Option Description

Report now When SRS is configured, this option immediately gathers and sends data to
Dell Support.

Data Management Configuration File
The Data Management configuration file controls many functional aspects of DataIQ. The defaults
are often sufficient to operate DataIQ.

Change this file only when directed by Dell Support. Any modifications to this file can have
significant impacts on this application.

Configure settings

You can edit the file either from the UI: (From the Settings tab, select Data management
configuration > Configure data management), or you can modify the file directly at /usr/
local/dataiq/etc/clarity.cfg.

Format

The data management configuration file contains settings in the following format:

<option1> = <value1>
<option2> = <value2>
<option3> = <value3>

Comments begin with a #. Comments can be entire lines or at the end of a line. Empty lines are
allowed and do not cause problems.
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Server Memory

The serverMemory option specifies how much memory the server may allocate for the DataIQ
server process. This value should be as high as possible without causing swapping or affecting
other processes on the server.

The minimum amount of memory needed by the DataIQ server process depends on how the
system is used. See the Memory section in Installation for details.

The option can be specified as a percentage of available system memory or in MiB (1,048,576-byte
increments).

serverMemory = <value>[MiB]
serverMemory = <value>%

If this option is not specified, the server defaults to 75% of available system memory.

Client Memory

This option specifies the amount of memory the client application may allocate for the DataIQ GUI
client. The value is given in MiB (1,048,576 byte increments). Even though this option is specified
on the server, it applies to all GUI clients that connect to it using the server portal. If this option is
not specified, the client defaults to 150 MiB. This amount is generally sufficient unless very large
reports are to be displayed.

clientMemory = <value>[MiB]

HTTP Port

The httpPort option specifies the TCP port to use for HTTP requests. The DataIQ server produces
its GUI portal on this port. Web reports are also available on this interface. The port must be
reachable from DataIQ clients. If this option is not specified, the server defaults the value to 80.

httpPort = <value>

HTTPS Port

The httpsPort option specifies the TCP port to use for HTTPS requests. The JSON API is provided
on this port. Communication on this port is SSL encrypted. When the JSON API and the Python
API (which uses the JSON API) are not used, this port need not be reachable. If this option is not
specified, the server defaults the value to 443.

httpsPort = <value>

RMI Server Port

The rmiServerPort option specifies the TCP port to use for tunneled Java DRMI requests. The
DataIQ GUI client and the CLI connect to this port. Communication on this port is SSL encrypted.
If this option is not specified, the server defaults the value to 52000.

rmiServerPort = <value>
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Debug Custom Context Menu

The debugCCM option is used to enable logging of custom context menu validation. It is an aid for
software developers writing plugins for DataIQ. Set to 1 to enable, 0 to disable. By default this
option is disabled.

debugCCM = 1

Concurrent Indexed Scans

The option, concurrentIndexedScans, sets the maximum number of concurrent indexed scans.
Each indexed scan requires 32 MiB of memory external to the Java VM. Defaults to 1. Takes effect
immediately. The VM memory size adjustment to account for the additional memory use takes
effect only after a DataIQ restart. The option has no effect if all file indexing is not enabled.

concurrentIndexedScans = <value>

Max Scan Errors

The option, maxScanErrors, sets the maximum number of scan errors before a scan is aborted.
Default is 100, set to 0 to disable.

maxScanErrors = <value>

NFS Client: Minimum timeouts (in milliseconds)

The option, nfsMinTimeoutMS, configures the minimum NFS timeout, in milliseconds (ms). After
this timeout is reached, the NFS client code doubles the timeout and retries the operation.
Doubling occurs until nfsMaxTimeoutMS is reached. Default is 2000 (two seconds).

nfsMinTimeoutMS = 2000

NFS Client: Maximum timeouts (in milliseconds)

The option, nfsMaxTimeoutMS, configures the maximum NFS timeout in ms. The default is
60000 (60 seconds).

nfsMaxTimeoutMS = 60000

NFS Client: First Port

The option nfsFirstPort configures the first TCP or UDP port the NFS client attempts to bind
to. Upon failure to bind, the client attempts to bind to the next higher port or ports until
nfsMaxPort is reached. The default is 512.

nfsFirstPort = 512
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NFS Client: MaxPort

The option nfsMaxPort configures the last TCP or UDP port the NFS client attempts to bind to.
The default is 1023.

nfsMaxPort = 1023

Maximum Objects in Folder

The maxObjectsInFolderEnumeration option is a guardrail for the maximum number of
objects in a single folder.

Most file systems have a limit to the number of objects that are allowed in a single folder. When
this number is exceeded, issues may arise. Most notably is that it may become impossible to list
the contents of a folder. Under normal indexing operation, DataIQ aborts folder enumeration when
it encounters more than one million objects in a single folder. The thread that is performing that
enumeration throws an error and moves on to the next item. This indicates to the administrators
that there may be an underlying issue with the file system.

Performance often suffers greatly when enumerating folders that have too many files. This setting
can be adjusted to ensure the enumeration continues. An administrator should expect significant
scan performance issues when there exists an unbounded number of objects in a single folder.
When performance issues occur, the administrator should fix the underlying problem by consulting
their file system vendor.

This option defaults to one million.

maxObjectsInFolderEnumeration = 1000000

Pattern Start Limit modes

The patternStartLimitMode option configures the possible offsets in a file name at which an
all-file-index backed search pattern can begin. Restricting the possible start locations can reduce
index size, improve scan performance, and improve search performance. There are four modes:

0

Finds text anywhere within the file name. For example, the file “abc123” can be found using
the patterns “abc”, “bc1”, “c12” and “123”.

1

Finds text:

l At the beginning of the file name

l At or after the "." character

l At any point in the name at which a letter is not preceded by a letter

l At any point where a digit is not preceded by a digit.

For example, the file “abc123.txt” can be found using the patterns “abc”, “abc1”, “123”, “.tx”,
“.txt” and “txt”, but not “c12”.

2

Finds text:

l At the beginning of the file name

l At or after the "." character

l At any point in the name at which a sequence of three letters is not preceded by a letter
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l At any point where a sequence of three digits is not preceded by a digit.

For example, the file “abc12def.txt” can be found using the patterns: “abc”, “abc1”, “def”
“.tx” and “.txt”, but not “12d” or “2de”. This option is the default.

3

Finds text that starts at the beginning of the file name. This mode requires the least amount of
disk space and is also the fastest while scanning. For example, the file “abc12def.txt” can be
found using the patterns: “abc”, “abc1”, but not “.txt”, “12”, or “def”.

patternStartLimitMode = 2
        

Certificate key store file

The certKeystoreFile option configures the certificate keystore file to use for SSL encrypted
HTTPS connections for the HTML5 GUI. Related configuration items are certKeystorePassword
and certAlias. All three must be configured to enable HTTPS service. A self-signed certificate can
be created by running the following command:

keytool -genkey -keyalg RSA -alias <alias> -keystore <keystore_file>
    -storepass <keystore_password> -validity <validity> -keysize 2048

where

<alias>

Reference for the new certificate

<keystore_file>

Name of the keystore.

<keystore_password>

Password for the keystore file.

<validity>

is the number of days the certificate remains valid.

Do not set a password for the certificate itself.

The process for creating a certificate signing request is beyond the scope of this document. See
the instructions given by your certificate signing authority.

certKeystoreFile =
        

Certificate key store password

The certKeystorePassword setting configures the keystore file password.

certKeystorePassword =
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Certificate Alias

The certAlias setting configures the alias of the certificate by which it is identified in the
keystore.

certAlias =
        

SSD database Tier 1

The ssdDbTier1GB setting configures a two-tier database hierarchy. Database files are initially
be placed in /opt/dataiq/maunakea/claritynow/ssd until the configured size of that tier is
reached. Database files are then placed in /opt/dataiq/maunakea/claritynow/hdd.

If ssdDbTier1GB is 0 (the default), all database files are placed in /opt/dataiq/maunakea/
claritynow/ssd.

For example, if ssdDbTier1GB is 1800, the database first places files in /ssd until the limit is
reached. It then places files in /hdd. The database promotes hot data to /ssd, resulting in a form
of performance optimizing hierarchical storage management (HSM). Database log files are always
placed in /hdd as they are written sequentially and never read.

ssdDbTier1GB = 0
        

Maximum file type extensions

The maxFileTypeStats option configures the maximum number of file types (extensions) the
scan stat mode covers. The setting defaults to 10000. To disable this limit, set the value to 0.

maxFileTypeStats = 10000

Viewfilter Configuration
View filtering allows matching rules to be used to restrict viewable folders by group.

The configuration file is read:

l Upon DataIQ starting.

l Whenever the Group Config or User Config dialogs are opened.

l When the folder tree is updated.

Filtering of viewable folders by group is done with Java regular-expressions. The regular
expression rules exist within sets of named groups within the file. If a volume or folder matches the
regular expression for the user's group, then the user can view that volume and folder. If a user is a
member of more than one group, the user is only restricted from folders that are restricted in all
their groups. The viewfilter does not filter the view of members of the Administrator group.

Configure settings

You can edit the file either from the UI: (From the Settings tab, select Data management
configuration > Configure data management), or you can modify the file directly at /usr/
local/dataiq/etc/clarity.cfg.
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Viewfilter format

The format is roughly described below and is also shown in the sample file:

group <groupname>
  # Show entire volumes matching this <re>
  volume <re>

  # For items indented beneath, only consider
  # showing if volume matches this <re>
  volume <re>

    # volume + this folder comprise an "re set"
    # if both match, show for this folder for this group
    folder <re>

    # this is part of an re set, but the child must
    # also match before a folder is shown
    folder <re>

      # volume + parent folder + this folder comprise an "re set"
      folder <re>

Where the the user is expected to substitue values in angular brackets.

<groupname>

The name of the DataIQ user group for which the set of rules applies.

<re>

Regular expression pattern, used to match volumes and folders

Example 2  Example

In this example, there are two groups that are defined. For users in the Managers
group, they can see entire volumes that start with NearLine. Managers can only see
content in the managers and executives/shared folders in the Secret volume.
Anonymous, non-authenticated users can only see content in the Presentations
volume.

group Managers
  volume Nearline0\d

  volume Secret
    folder managers
    folder executives
      folder shared

 group Anonymous users
   volume Presentations

Kubernetes configuration
Kubernetes configurations are managed through Kubernetes ConfigMap and Kubernetes Secret.
Kubernetes maps are stored with other Kubernetes system data in etcd.

Kubernetes maps bind configuration files, command-line arguments, environment variables, port
numbers, and other configuration artifacts to a Pod's containers and system components at
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runtime. ConfigMaps allow users to separate configurations from Pods and components. This
helps to keep workloads portable, makes their configurations easier to change and manage, and
prevents hard coding configuration data to Pod specifications. ConfigMaps are not recommended
to store sensitive data because they store configuration in plain text.

Kubernetes Secret is designed to manage sensitive data in Kubernetes. It provides the same
functions as ConfigMap. The file is converted to base64 so that the data cannot be read/write
directly out of container. Note, base64 is not an encryption method. Users can still get original
data by converting the strings. The Kubernetes community is working to develop new features to
make this file more secure.

Each ConfigMap/Secret can accept multi data items. The entire config file must be transferred
into a multiline string. Each item is transferred into one environment or one file in a pod.

apiVersion: v1
kind: ConfigMap
metadata:
  name: config-sample
  namespace: default
data:
  special.foo: bar
  special.file1: |

    [this is a file]
    abc=123
    def=456
  special.file2: |

    [this is another file]
    abc: 123
    def: 78

Both Kubernetes ConfigMap and Secret can be transferred to read-only config file or environment
values in containers when they are bound to pods. Applications can use configurations,
environments values, or config files. However, if configurations are transferred to environment
values, these values can never be changed during this pod's lifecycle. Config file can be
automatically updated after a sync period and cache-ttl. The sync period takes between 10
seconds to 60 seconds.

Note: Do not mount configmap/secret as a subpath in application deployment. Subpath
volumes are not updated when a configuration changes.

Backup
You can back up and restore DataIQ configuration data, including user authentication data and
volume configuration.

Procedure

1. Create up a backup volume in DataIQ. Add a volume with a new name for the backup, for
example, /root/backup/. To learn more, see Add a volume.

2. From a command line, start a backup to the new volume, using the format: sh /opt/
dataiq/bin/svc_dataiq_backup_all.sh {backup_path} {dataiq_username}
[{dataiq_password}], example:

cd /opt/dataiq/bin/
sh svc_dataiq_backup_all.sh /yourdrive/backup administrator password123

If the password is not included, the script prompts for the password.
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3. To verify, see Restore.

Restore
You can restore DataIQ configuration data from a backup, including user authentication data and
volume configuration.

Before you begin

Backup

Procedure

1. From a command line, review the list of database objects, and locate the volume with the
date that you would like to restore.

cd /root/backup/db
pwd

2. From a command line, restore the backup using the format: sh /opt/dataiq/bin/
svc_dataiq_restore_all.sh {backup_path} {dataiq_username}
[{dataiq_password}], example:

cd /opt/dataiq/bin/
sh svc_dataiq_restore_all.sh /yourdrive/backup administrator password123

If the password is not included, the script prompts for the password.

3. If you connect DataIQ to an external object store, such as Dell EMC ECS or Amazon S3, 
recreate the credentials file to add back login information.

4. Perform a manual scan of all volumes. In the Data Management window, in Volumes, select
the root volume. Select the Actions tab. Select Scan all volumes. (Alternately, wait for
automatic file scans.)
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CHAPTER 8

Plugins

DataIQ plug-ins are scripts that extend the capabilities of DataIQ. There are a variety of plug-ins
for DataIQ, some are paid, others are freely available through Dell Support.. You can also create
your own custom plug-ins, also known as custom action items (CAIs).

l DataIQ Audited Deletes Plug-in............................................................................................. 74
l DataIQ Data Mover Plug-Ins.................................................................................................. 74
l DataIQ Duplicate Finder Plug-in............................................................................................ 84
l DataIQ Previewer Plug-in...................................................................................................... 85
l Modify a plugin......................................................................................................................86
l Uninstall a plugin................................................................................................................... 86
l Custom Action Items (CAIs)..................................................................................................87
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DataIQ Audited Deletes Plug-in
Audited Deletes is a paid plug-in for DataIQ that allows you to delete folders and files from the
DataIQ custom context menu. The plug-in asks for confirmation before deleting anything, and logs
all details of the delete operation.

Limitations

Does not work with object stores (S3, GCP, or ECS).

Installation

DataIQ plugins are scripts that run as Docker images in Kubernetes containers, and appears in
Kubernetes with labels like dataiq-plugin-audited-deletes.

Dell Support plug-ins are packaged using a self-installing script.

1. Download the plug-in package from Dell Support, at https://www.dell.com/support/home/
product-support/product/data-iq.

2. If your cluster isn't connected to the internet, transfer this file to a workstation that has web
access to the DataIQ host.

3. From the command-line, copy the installer to the root folder and run it there. For example:

cd /root/
cp /yourdrive/dataiq-audited-deletes-installer.tar.gz .
tar -zxvf dataiq-audited-deletes-installer.tar.gz
./dataiq-audited-deletes/install_plugin.sh

Enable the plugin

1. From the DataIQ browser: Select Settings > Data management configuration.

2. In the Plugins section, select the three-dots (⋮) icon next to Audited Deletes, and select
Enable.

3. In the Plugins section, select the three-dots ⋮ icon next to Audited Deletes, and select Edit
configuration. Check the settings to make sure they work for your organization.

View the Audited Delete log (your audit trail)

To see the audited deletes audit trail, you can do either of the following:

l Use the 'Log' button in the plugin pop-up, or….

l View the logs at /var/log/claritynow/cn_audited_delete.log.

DataIQ Data Mover Plug-Ins
Data Mover is a set of paid plug-in for DataIQ that helps you transfer files and folders more
efficiently between file systems, including object storage such as Amazon Simple Storage Service
(S3), Google Cloud Platform (GCP), and Dell Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS).

Features:

l Supports setting up transfer hosts on separate servers.

l File transfers are logged to assist with audits.

l Supports transfer policies to allow or restrict use of Data Mover based on user group and by
source/destination visibility.

l Helps keep DataIQ up-to-date by re-indexing source files after transfers.
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l Supports checksum algorithms to verify file transfers, including MD5 and sha256.

Through the DataIQ GUI, users can choose the following:

l Whether to use a custom path or a predefined path set up by the DataIQ administrator.

l Whether to delete the source file after successful transfer

l Whether to overwrite existing files at the destination

l Whether to preallocate a set of contiguous space on the destination (helps improve
performance for large files, like videos)

l Throttling, pausing, or cancelling active transfer jobs

Install Data Mover
DataIQ plugins are scripts that run as Docker images in Kubernetes containers, and appear in
Kubernetes with labels like dataiq-plugin-datamover.

About this task

Data Mover consists of three containers on the DataIQ host:

l The Data Mover UI

l The Data Mover Service (or job manager)

l Data Mover Workers (A transfer agent service). To increase performance, you can also run the
Data Mover Workers container on separate servers.

Procedure

1. Make sure that your firewall has allowed the following inbound ports:

l TCP 52100

2. Download the Data Mover tarball package from Dell Support, at https://www.dell.com/
support/home/product-support/product/data-iq.

3. If your cluster isn't connected to the internet, transfer this file to a workstation that has
web access to the DataIQ host.

4. From the command-line, copy the installer to the /root subdirectory (rather than /) and run
it there. For example:

cd /root/
cp /yourdrive/dataiq-datamover-installer.tar.gz .
tar -zxvf dataiq-datamover-installer.tar.gz
./dataiq-datamover/install_plugin.sh

5. From the DataIQ browser: Select Settings > Data management configuration.

6. In the Plugins section, select the three-dots (⋮) icon next to Data Mover, and select
Enable.

7. In the Plugins section, select the three-dots ⋮ icon next to Data Mover, and select Edit
configuration. Check the settings to make sure they work for your organization. To learn
more, see Configure Data Mover.

8. If you will be setting up external Data Mover Workers, set a password for Data Mover. Edit
the Data Mover configuration file, adding a value for data_mover_password.
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Configure Data Mover
The default Data Mover settings should work in most environments. Contact Dell EMC Support
Technologies to learn how to optimize Data Mover for your environment by modifying values in the
Data Mover UI configuration file.

Edit the config file

From the DataIQ browser: Select Settings > Data management configuration.

In the Plugins section, select the three-dots (⋮) icon next to Data Mover, and select Edit
configuration. Check the settings to make sure they work for your organization.

This opens the /opt/dataiq/maunakea/data/plugins/plugin-datamover/.configs/
ca.control file, where you can configure Data Mover UI.

When editing this configuration file, ensure you are only using spaces and not tabs. Also ensure
that the indentation matches exactly. Lastly, ensure to keep boolean values and numbers
unquoted, but all other values should be in quotes.

Configuration changes take place after all transfer jobs are complete (in other words, after there
are no remaining active or paused transfer jobs).

Examples of Data Mover values you can configure:

l Volume information including mount points.

l S3 buckets, including endpoint URLs, access keys, and secret keys.

l If you are using the DataIQ host as a Data Mover Worker, set the worker settings in this file,
too. To learn more, see Data Mover Workers configuration.

Max Taskable Jobs

The max_taskable_jobs value determines the number of transfer jobs that are allowed to be
transferred by the workers. If requests for more transfer jobs have been submitted than are
allowed to be worked on at one time by the following value, then additional requested transfer jobs
wait in a queue until it is their turn to be transferred. To change this setting, uncomment the line
and alter the numerical value.

max_taskable_jobs: 5

Task Cost

A transfer job is split into tasks and handed off to worker processes. When multiple
files are to be transferred, groups of files are sent to workers for transfer. The number
of bytes each worker transfers is adjusted with the task_split_size option.
However, if a single file is greater than the task_split_size, a single worker will
transfer that file.

The default of 2 GiB (2048 MiB) is expected to work for most use cases. Adjusting the
value based on expected file size can have a noticeable impact on aggregate
throughput. When there are many small files, setting a lower value allows more
workers to transfer files. For example, if there are many small files, setting this value
to 50 mibibytes (MiB) allows more workers to transfer files, thus decreasing the
overall duration of transfer. To change the default value, uncomment the following line
and alter the value that is assigned.
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task_split_size: "2048 MiB"

Install Data Mover External Worker
You can increase Data Mover's performance by installing the Data Mover Workers file transfer
service on dedicated external servers.

Before you begin

l CentOS 7.6 or later, or Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.6 or later.

Procedure

1. Configure the firewall to allow the following open inbound port:

l TCP 52100

2. Download the Data Mover Worker RPM package from Dell Support, at https://
www.dell.com/support/home/product-support/product/data-iq.

3. If your cluster isn't connected to the internet, transfer this file to a workstation that has
web access to the DataIQ host.

4. From the command-line, copy the installer to the /root subdirectory (rather than /) and
run it there. For example:

rpm -Uvh <rpm file>

5. Edit the Data Mover Worker configuration file to add the Data Mover host information,
volume info, and S3 info.

Data Mover Workers Configuration
This section describes the configuration options that affect the Data Mover Workers Service.
These configuration options control how the service connects to the Data Mover Service, the
number of workers to spawn, how different volumes are configured and how to connect to S3
buckets.

Edit the configuration file

When making updates, update the configuration files on each Data Worker host. The configuration
files for the Data Mover Workers Service are at: /usr/local/data_mover_workers/etc/
workers.cfg on each host.

When editing these configuration files, ensure you are only using spaces and not tabs. Also ensure
that the indentation matches exactly. Lastly, ensure to keep boolean values and numbers
unquoted, but all other values should be in quotes.

After configuring the files, restart the Data Mover Workers service using the following command:

systemctl restart
data_mover_workers

Configuration changes take place after the service is restarted and all transfer jobs are complete
(in other words, when there are no remaining active or paused transfer jobs).

On each Data Mover worker, update /usr/local/data_mover_workers/etc/
workers.cfg. Uncomment and update the following items:
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data_mover_host

Use the IP address of the DataIQ host.

data_mover_port

Must be 443.

data_mover_password

Data Mover password. (Not the same as the main DataIQ password.)

vol_attributes

Edit the section using the same method as shown in Volume configurations.

S3 buckets

Edit this section if using S3 buckets. See S3 Bucket Configurations.

Volume Configurations (vol_attributes)

For a worker host to transfer data to or from a file system volume, it must have a configuration for
each mounted file system volume used as a source or destination volume. These settings define
where on the host the volume is mounted, how the volume is labeled in DataIQ, and settings to
override any default settings.

Note: Only mounted file system are defined, S3 buckets should not be listed here.

vol_attributes:
  "< DataIQ Volume Name >":  # First volume configuration block
    "mount_point": < where the volume is mounted on the worker host >
    "min_remaining_space": < size in bytes >
    "allow_preallocation": < True or False >
    "ignore_attributes": < True or False >
  "< DataIQ Volume Name >":  # Second volume configuration block
    "mount_point": < where the volume is mounted on the worker host >
    "min_remaining_space": < size in bytes >
    "allow_preallocation": < True or False >
    "ignore_attributes": < True or False >

The format for this section appears as below:

< DataIQ Volume Name > (required)

The name of the volume within DataIQ. The name must exactly match the DataIQ volume
name and it must have a forward slash (/) at the beginning of the volume name.

mount_point (required)

Where the volume is mounted on the worker host. The volume must be mounted locally.

min_remaining_space (optional)

Size in bytes to ensure remains free on the destination volume. Overrides the worker default
value.

allow_preallocation (optional)

Enable or disable preallocation on the destination volume. Overrides the default value set in
the Data Mover UI configuration and the request from users to preallocate.

ignore_attributes (optional)

Do not preserve attributes on transfer. Overrides the default value set in the Data Mover UI
configuration. If either the source or destination volume has ignore_attributes set to True,
then attributes are not be carried from the source to the destination.
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The following configuration example containing four file system volumes. It describes four DataIQ
volumes, their mount points, and optional settings. The first volume uses the defaults for all values.
The second volume overrides all the optional defaults. The third and fourth volumes only override a
single default.

vol_attributes:
  "/san01":
    "mount_point": "/mnt/san01"
  "/san02":
    "mount_point: "/mnt/san02"
    "min_remaining_space: 70000
    "allow_preallocation: False
    "ignore_attributes: True
  "/archive01":
    "mount_point": "/mnt/archive01"
    "ignore_attributes": True
  "/archive02":
    "mount_point": "/mnt/archive02
    "allow_preallocation": True

S3 Bucket Configuration (s3 buckets)

For a worker host to transfer data to or from an S3 bucket, configure the S3 settings for each
bucket, on each Data Mover worker. These settings define the credentials that are used to access
the bucket and how the volume has been labeled in DataIQ.

The format for this section appears as below:

S3 buckets:
  "<bucket_name>": # First S3 bucket configuration block
    "dataiq_volume": "< DataIQ Volume Name >"
    "access_key": "< bucket access key >"
    "secret_key": "< bucket secret key >"
    "endpoint": "< endpoint url >"
  "<bucket_name>": # Second S3 bucket configuration block
    "dataiq_volume": "< DataIQ Volume Name >"
    "access_key": "< bucket access key >"
    "secret_key": "< bucket secret key >"
    "endpoint": "< endpoint url >"

< bucket_name >: Required

The name of the S3 bucket.

dataiq_volume: Optional

The name of the volume within DataIQ. This is only to be used if the S3 bucket is already
represented as a volume within DataIQ. The name must exactly match the DataIQ volume
name and it must be prepended with a forward slash (/). If this value is not present, the
bucket may have files that are transferred to it, but no transfer will be allowed from the
bucket to the file system.

access_key: Required

The access key for the S3 bucket

secret_key: Required

The secret key for the S3 bucket

endpoint: Optional

The endpoint of the S3 bucket
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Note: Filesystem-to-S3 transfers and S3-to-filesystem transfers are supported. S3-to-S3
transfers are not supported.

Free Space Preservation (default_min_remaining_space)

It is desirable that a transfer does not consume all the free space on a file system volume. The
default_min_remaining_space option is the minimum number of bytes to remain available on a
volume after a data movement. A transfer job is rejected when the total byte size of a transfer,
plus the minimum remaining space, is greater than the available space on the destination volume.
This value can be overridden in the per volume attribute section. To change this value, uncomment
the following line and enter a new byte amount.

default_min_remaining_space: 262144000

WARNING This value may not be respected if multiple transfer jobs are transferring files to the
same destination volume. If the total byte size of files from all transfers to the same
destination exceed the available space on that destination volume, an I/O error occurs and at
least one transfer job to that destination fails.

Connection problem timeout (2nd_volume_check_timeout)

This option configures the delay used during connection problems, in seconds.

If a worker process cannot connect to a volume, the process waits for 3 seconds and then tries
again. If the process doesn't receive a response, it waits for another period of time, for example,
8.5 seconds, as configured by this setting. The process then tries yet again to connect. If the
process still cannot connect, it marks the operation as failed.

Examples of a connection issues would be transferring bytes or performing other operations on
NFS volumes or object stores.

The default value is 8.5. Do not enter a value greater than 56. It is also recommended this value
not be less than 8.5.

2nd_volume_check_timeout: 10

DataIQ Data Mover Logs and Troubleshooting
Each Data Mover component logs warnings, errors, and additional information. These logs help
with debugging or discovering operational errors.

Data Mover UI Plugin Logs

When problems occur, start by looking at the Data Mover Service logs.

The Data Mover UI Plugin log file contains basic messages regarding working with the Data Mover
Service. The logfile also shows user requests for top-level transfer jobs. The logs contain:

l User name

l User IP

l DataIQ login name

l Source path

l Destination path

l Checksum algorithm

l Delete source options
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l Path overlap allowance

You can get the logs from the command line:

kubectl logs -ndataiq <container name>

To review transfer jobs from the DataIQ GUI, from the Data Management page, select the Browse
window, and select a file or folder. In the right pane, select View Transfer Jobs.

The View Transfer Jobs screen lists all transfer jobs, and whether they are Active, Canceled,
Completed Failed. Each job listing has an associated button at the far right of this window. The
button text shows you the Data Mover Service name for the job. Selecting this button brings up
job-specific log messages.

Data Mover Service Logs

The Data Mover Service log file contains diagnostic and informational messages about the
operation of the Data Mover Service. Communication between the Data Mover DataIQ Plugin and
the Data Mover Worker Service is also kept in this file.

You can get the logs from the command line:

kubectl logs
-ndataiq <container name>

Data Mover Workers Service Logs

Each Data Mover Workers Service has its own log file. All activity from the Data Mover Workers
Service is sent back to the Data Mover Service and can be found in the Data Mover Service log
file.

The Data Mover Workers Service log file contains timestamped log messages from all worker
processes on that worker node. It contains information about the user and machine that the job
originated from and each workers progress as it moves from one task to another. This log file also
contains additional debugging information that can be helpful for diagnosing issues with the Data
Mover Workers Service.

To get Data Mover logs, go to the command line and type:

kubectl logs
-ndataiq <container name>

For Data Mover Workers logs, see /var/log/claritynow/data_mover_workers.log on
each worker node.

Troubleshooting

Every Data Mover Worker node has an inspection tool to watch what each of the heavy workers
are doing. The progress of each worker is updated periodically. To watch the workers in action on
a specific worker node, open a terminal on that node and browse to:

 /opt/dataiq/maunakea/data_mover_workers/

To see them at work:

 ./watch_statuses
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At the bottom of View Transfer Jobsand near the top of the Transferdialog, you can see:

l The total number of workers across all worker nodes

l The total number of busy worker processes

l The total number of active transfer jobs.

Within View Transfer Jobs, select the Processes button next to any job to adjust the number of
workers that can be used for that job.

Transfer files using Data Mover
When Data Mover is installed, you can transfer files using DataIQ.

Procedure

1. From DataIQ, select Data Management, and navigate to a folder or file that you want to
transfer.

2. Select a file, then in the Actions pane on the right, select Transfer. (The Transfer option
only appears when Data Mover is installed.) This opens the Transfer dialog, where you can
set up the options for the transfer job.There is also additional information at the top of the
dialog:

l Source path selected

l File count and total size of the selected source. (Note, these value may not always be
up-to-date or accurate. The values are based on the file count and size from the most
recent DataIQ file scan. Once a job has started successfully, you can see updated,
accurate values in the View Transfer Jobs dialog.)

l The number of active transfer jobs, system-wide.

l The number of busy worker processes compared to the total number of worker
processes, system-wide.

l How much space is available on each volume.

l Whether the volume supports sequence transfers.

3. Select the destination. Options:

l Same path as source, on volume: Copies to the same location on another volume.
Example: if the source is /Vol1/Movies/EveryoneIsHappy/Subtitles/ and the
destination volume selected is /Production, then the full destination path is /
Production/Movies/EveryoneIsHappy/Subtitles/ .

l Custom destination volume and path: Copies to the specified destination. Note, when
copying to a different volume, use the full path, for example, /Vol1/Movies. Any
selections in the list of volumes are ignored.

Notes:

l If there is not enough available space at the destination or some other error prohibits
transfer to the destination volume, then a pop-up will appear to inform the user why the
path they entered cannot be used.

l The source volume cannot be the same as the destination volume. (This may change in
the future.)

l If any of the destination folders do not exist, they will be created.

4. Select other options. Note, some of these options may be disabled by the system
administrator:
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Maximum number of worker processes that can work on the transfer

If you don't want to set a limit, leave this blank.

Allow destination folder to exist prior to transferring files

When this option is selected, Data Mover can overwrite files at the destination if they
have the same name.

Transfer files in sequence

When selected, Data Mover preallocates all files on the disk prior to copying the bytes
to the destination. This can help performance later for files that are all accessed
together, such as video files.

Delete source

When selected, Data Mover deletes the source files and folders after the transfer has
completed successfully.

5. Select Submit.

A pop-up window appears that either says "Job Submitted Successfully", or provides a
warning or error.

View or edit jobs being transferred by DataMover
From the DataIQ Data Management screens, select any path, and select View Transfer Jobs.
Within this dialog, you can review the list of your transfer jobs and the details of the jobs you have
submitted. Users with DataIQ "Administrator" access can also see and take actions on jobs,
including jobs created by others.

Transfer job interactions

Actions that may be taken on active or paused jobs are:

l Pause/Unpause

l Cancel

l Set maximum number of processes

All jobs, whether active, paused, completed or failed, allow the user to see:

l Job's logs

l Job's excluded paths

l Job's failed paths

Note: Some users will not see View Transfer Jobs if it has not been enabled for their DataIQ
group. There is a similar dialog called View Transfer Jobs, which does not give users the
ability to take any actions on active transfer jobs, unless they are the DataIQ "root" user or in
the "Administrators" group. To alter which groups can open the View Transfer Jobs dialog,
please refer to instructions given in the Setup part of this document.

To pause, unpause or cancel a transfer job, select the job's checkbox in the far-left column.
Multiple jobs can be selected at one time. After selecting the desired job(s) checkbox(es), you can
take action by selecting one of the following buttons at the bottom of the dialog:

l Pause selected

l Cancel selected

Note: Pause selected might also appear as Pause/Unpause selected or Unpause selected,
depending on the current state of visible jobs.
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Pause/Unpause

If Pause selected was selected, it displays a confirmation dialog.

After you pause a job, View Transfer Jobs shows that the job is beginning to be paused, by
displaying "Pausing…". The job will not be completely paused until there are zero processes
working on it. The Data Mover allows any running worker processes to complete their tasks.
Pausing does not immediately halt processes, but will prevent the Data Mover from issuing new
tasks for the job until the job is unpaused.

Cancel

If the Cancel selected button was selected, it will display a cancel-job confirmation dialog.
Multiple active and paused jobs can be cancelled, all at one time.

Throttle a transfer job

To set the maximum number of processes for an active transfer job, select on the numbered
button under the Processes column. The number within the button shows how many processes
are currently working on the transfer job.

Once selected, it displays a dialog where you can adjust the maximum processes allowed for the
job. The two top rows in the dialog show information about the total number of busy and idle
worker processes out of the total number, system-wide. The third row shows the total number of
busy processes working on the selected job, compared to the maximum number of processes
allowed for that job.

The text box next to Maximum for job is where you set the new maximum number of processes.
Allowed values are positive integers or "No limit". After entering a new value, select Set Limit.

View a transfer job's logs

To view a transfer job's logs - whether the job is active, paused, completed, canceled or failed -
select on the button under the Job Id/View Logs column. The characters on the button represent
the transfer job ID.

Once selected, it will present the Warnings, Errors and any Info-level log messages for that
specific job.

Viewing a transfer job's excluded and failed paths

To view a transfer job's excluded or failed paths, select on the buttons below either the Excluded
Paths/Bytes column or the Failed Paths/Bytes column.

DataIQ Duplicate Finder Plug-in
Duplicate Finder is a paid plug-in for DataIQ that helps you find duplicate files across volumes and
folders. You can run it through the DataIQ GUI or from a command line.

Limitations

Does not work with object stores (S3, GCP, or ECS).

Installation

DataIQ plugins are self-installing scripts that run as Docker images in Kubernetes containers, and
appear in Kubernetes with labels like dataiq-plugin-datamover.

1. Download the plug-in package from Dell Support, at https://www.dell.com/support/home/
product-support/product/data-iq.

2. If your cluster isn't connected to the internet, transfer this file to a workstation that has web
access to the DataIQ host.
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3. From the command-line, copy the installer to the root folder and run it there. For example:

cd /root/
cp /yourdrive/dataiq-duplicate-finder-installer.tar.gz .
tar -zxvf dataiq-duplicate-finder-installer.tar.gz
./dataiq-duplicate-finder/install_plugin.sh

Enable the plugin

1. From the DataIQ browser: Select Settings > Data management configuration.

2. In the Plugins section, select the three-dots (⋮) icon next to Duplicate Finder , and select
Enable.

3. In the Plugins section, select the three-dots ⋮ icon next to Duplicate Finder , and select Edit
configuration. Check the settings to make sure they work for your organization.

Find duplicates

In the Data Mangement window in the Browse tab, select the root volume, select the Actions
tab, and select Show duplicates.

Review the list of files that Data Mover believes may be duplicates, and select those you'd like to
get more detail on. For the initial scan, Data Mover compares:

l File name

l Size

l Last modified time (Mtime) of the file.

For the second comparison, Data Mover compares the MD5 checksum of the files. Identical files
are highlighted in green.

Select any files you no longer need, and select Delete.

DataIQ Previewer Plug-in
Previewer is a paid plug-in for DataIQ that lets you preview graphics and videos in DataIQ. For
videos, Previewer creates three watermarked images from the video.

Previewer also shows additional details such as Codec information or image resolution or pixel size.

Limitations

Does not work with object stores (S3, GCP, or ECS).

Supported file extensions

l Graphics: ".jpg", ".jpeg", ".tiff", ".tif", ".dpx", ".bmp", ".png", ".gif", ".tga", ".targa", ".exr",
".pcx", ".pict", ".ico"

l Video: ".mov", ".mp4", ".mpeg", ".mpg", ".ts", ".avi", ".mkv", ".wmf", ".wmv", ".mxf", ".ogv"

Installation

DataIQ plugins are self-installing scripts that run as Docker images in Kubernetes containers, and
appear in Kubernetes with labels like dataiq-plugin-previewer.

1. Download the plug-in package from Dell Support, at https://www.dell.com/support/home/
product-support/product/data-iq.

2. If your cluster isn't connected to the internet, transfer this file to a workstation that has web
access to the DataIQ host.
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3. From the command-line, copy the installer to the root folder and run it there. For example:

cd /root/
cp /yourdrive/dataiq-previewer-installer.tar.gz .
tar -zxvf dataiq-previewer-installer.tar.gz
./dataiq-previewer/install_plugin.sh

Enable the plugin

1. From the DataIQ browser: Select Settings > Data management configuration.

2. In the Plugins section, select the three-dots (⋮) icon next to Previewer , and select Enable.

3. In the Plugins section, select the three-dots ⋮ icon next to Previewer , and select Edit
configuration. Check the settings to make sure they work for your organization.

See previews

Navigate to the Data management tab, and browse to a supported media file. On the right pane
you should see a preview image and additional details about the file.

Modify a plugin
Use these instructions to modify a DataIQ plugin.

Before you begin

Install the plugin. After the plugin is installed, you can configure or enable it.

DataIQ plugins are scripts that run as Docker images in Kubernetes containers, and appears in
Kubernetes with labels like dataiq-plugin-audited-deletes.

Procedure

1. From the DataIQ browser: Select Settings > Data management configuration .

2. In the Plugins section, select the three-dots ( ⋮ ) icon next to the plugin, and select Edit
configuration .

Results

This opens the ca.control file, where you can configure your plugins. (This file is stored at /opt/
dataiq/maunakea/data/plugins/<plugin name>/.configs/ca.control .)

Uninstall a plugin
Disable the plugin first, then uninstall it.

Procedure

1. From the DataIQ browser, select Settings > Data management configuration.

2. In the Plugins section, select the three-dots ( ⋮ ) icon next to the plugin you want to
disable, and select Disable .

After disabling a plugin, you can uninstall it.

3. From a command line, navigate to the plugin folder. As an example, navigate to the
Previewer plugin folder:

./root/previewer/
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4. Stop the plugin:

.stop

5. Check to see that the service has stopped. This may take a few minutes. It's OK to keep
rerunning the job until it no longer appears in the list.

.listpods

6. Delete the plugin:

.delete_plugin

7. Optional: You can also remove the docker image from the host:

docker rmi --force <docker image name>

Custom Action Items (CAIs)
DataIQ supports customized plug-ins or Custom Action Items (CAIs). (In ClarityNow, these were
known as custom context menus, or CCMs.)

Examples of scripts you might create using a CAI:

l Allow users to select a file and upload it to a service provider such as Netflix or YouTube.

l Add DataIQ tags to content on S3-compatible object storage.

Create a Custom Action Item (CAI)
Custom Action Item (CAI) scripts are packaged as Docker images, which can be run in Kubernetes
containers. Multiple plugins can run at the same time.

Intro

DataIQ supports Python Flask apps, which control CAI executions. The apps are routed from
DataIQ UI to Data management component, then routed to the Plugin container.

Plug-in containers start and stop automatically upon start and stop of DataIQ.

l All executions for each plugin are performed within a single container.

l Multiple executions of CAIs and scheduled jobs can happen concurrently.

l Any CAI that the plug-in owns can be executed alongside other CAIs that the plug-in owns.

You can create scheduled job executions using the python script cron.py. Use the Plugin's main
configuration file to set the execution times.

Scripts should terminate cleanly and always report completed executions.

Any values returned by the plug-in containers, whether JSON or packaged HTML, are displayed to
the user.

Add replacement variables into your scripts to reference things like user information, clipboard
contents, or items that the user has selected in the GUI.
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Review the Python API .

Requirements

l The Plugin Flask app template "Dockerfile" file, included with DataIQ. TBD: location of
FlaskCentOS 7 OS

l Python 3, pip, setuptools, pyyaml and other modules pre-installed

l The Flask app, which is pre-installed with DataIQ.

Plugin Manager

CAI plugins are managed by the Kubernetes service: "Plugin Manager" (PM). This service handles:

l The dynamic displays of CAIs

l Validation of execution requests

l Detection of completed plugins

l Cancelling plugin executions on-demand

l Auto-registration and configuration of plugins

l Management of all knowledge about Plugins required for integration with the UI and Plugin
containers

Sample files

Review the sample file, plugin_template, installed with DataIQ in the plugin folder.

Test plugins

To test plugins, you can use an SSH tool to connect to the Docker container and execute the
scripts in your code manually.

After you've tested them, you can update ca.control, in the Cron Jobs section to run commands on
start-up within DataIQ. (This file is stored at /opt/dataiq/maunakea/data/plugins/
my_cai/.configs/ca.control .)

To test code outside of DataIQ, use Postman or curl to mimic calls to/from the container. You can
create unit test scripts to interact with Flask app and test Plugin code outputs.

Replacement variables for Custom Action Items (CAIs)
When creating a DataIQ Custom Action Items (CAI) script, add replacement variablesto reference
things like user information, clipboard contents, or items that the user has selected in the GUI. In
ClarityNow, these were known as substitution variable stringsin Custom Context Menus (CCMs).

Example command-line script containing replacement variables

 python2.7 /dir1/hello_world.py --user="%u": --group="%group"

In this example, "%u" is be replaced with the user's username, and "%group" is replaced with the
user's DataIQ group(s).

Recommended variables

"%pfile" or "%{pfile}" A list of selected physical paths in the UI. The
plugin's back-end places this list in a
temporary file, and replaces "%pfile" with

the path to that temp file.
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"%vfile" or "%{vfile}" A list of selected virtual paths in the UI. The
plugin's back-end will place this list in a
temporary file and replace "%vfile" with

the path to that temp file.

"%u" or "%{u}" Username of the DataIQ user who is running
this menu item.

"%group" or "%{group}" Comma-separated list of the DataIQ groups
that the user who is running this menu item
belongs to.

"%image" or "%{image}" Path to a temp file. When an image file is
selected in the GUI, DataIQ creates a
watermarked thumbnail representing the file,
which can be shown in the GUI. Supports
PNG and JPEG.

"%text" or "%{text}" Path to a temp file. When HTML text is
selected in the GUI, DataIQ creates an HTML
preview that can be shown in the GUI.
Supports HTML.

"%tag" or "%{tag}" Fully qualified category name or tag name of
the selected tag. Returns None if the selected
item is a file, folder or sequence (even if the
file, folder, or sequence has tags associated
with it.)

"%validate"or "%{validate}" A validation number, used as an additional
check whether to display an item. Before
displaying a given item, DataIQ calls the script
with %validate set to '1'.

l If the script returns a non-zero value, the
CAI is not shown.

l When actually executing the CAI (not
validating the dynamic display of the
CAI), %validate is replaced by '0'.

Note: This feature is performance-sensitive,
because the UI may be blocked for the
duration of the dynamic display validation. If
the display validation is time-consuming, the
CAI should not use this. Instead, allow the CAI
to be displayed and have execution of the
plugin fail with an appropriate error message
to the user.

"%clientIP"or "%{clientIP}" The IP address of the client requesting the
action. Most commonly used for auditing
purposes, for example, to track user
executions of CAIs and save them in log files.

"%guitoken"or "%{guitoken}" The job id (a number), generated by the
DataIQ Plugin Manager. Use this to interact
with a user via HTML forms. From the Python
API, use the showHtmlForm() method to

display the form. The GUI token (or job id)
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passed here is a required argument of that
method. The token is valid for the duration of
the execution of the custom context script.

"%search" or "%{search}" The search pattern used in DataIQ's search
text box, which exists within Volumes pages.

Legacy variables

These variables still work, but are no longer recommended.

Name Description

"%p" or "%{p}" A single physical path, selected in the GUI
when the request to execute is initiated. For
security reasons, we recommend using %pfile
instead.

"%v" or "%{v}" A single virtual path, selected in the GUI when
the request to execute is initiated. For
security reasons, we recommend using %vfile
instead.

"%json" or "%{json}" The path to a temporary file containing all
subsequent parameters on the command line
in JSON format. Note: This command is
generally no longer useful.

These variables do not work in the current version of DataIQ:

Table 1 

"%clip"`` or ``"%{clip}" A temp file containing the contents of the
user's clipboard. If the file still exists on script
exit, the contents are copied back to the
user's clipboard. | | | This plugin may alter the
contents of this file, which may alter the
contents of the user's clipboard.

"%seq"`` or ``"%{seq}" String describing the names of the files in a
sequence. The format is:
'seqPrefix;seqSuffix;seqNDigits;s
eqFrom;seqTo', where:

The format is:
'seqPrefix;seqSuffix;seqNDigits;seqFrom;seq
To', where:

l seqPrefix is the prefix string of the set of
file names

l seqSuffix is the suffix string of the set of
file names

l seqNDigits is the number of digits to
place between the prefix and the suffix

l seqFrom is the number of the first file in
the sequence

l seqTo is the number of the last file in the
sequence
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Table 1  (continued)

%seq is replaced with 'None' if the target is
not a sequence. Using this variable hides the
item when multiple paths are selected.

"%maxXY"`` or ``"%{maxXY}" String describing the user computer's screen
size. The format is: `XxY`, where X and Y are
the width and height of the user's screen size.
The CAI may restrict images and/or HTML
forms to this size.

"%clientLogin"`` or ``"%{clientLogin}" The client login name of the client requesting
the action. Note that this is NOT the DataIQ
user name (%u). It is the username used for
logging in to the computer. Most commonly
used for auditing purposes.

Convert ClarityNow custom context menu (CCM) plugins to DataIQ Custom
Action Item (CAI)

Many custom ClarityNow plugins can be converted for use in DataIQ.

To convert a ClarityNow! custom context menu (CCM) to a DataIQ Custom Action Item (CAI):

l Check the list of replacement variables. Some variables are not supported in the current
version of DataIQ, but may be supported in future versions.

l If necessary, update the code so that all executions are contained within a single container.

l Repackage the code for Docker and Kubernetes. This can include setting up scheduled jobs
("cron jobs").

Package a Custom Action Item (CAI)
Custom Action Item (CAI) scripts are packaged as Docker containers, which can be run in
Kubernetes. Multiple plugins can run at the same time.

Before you begin

l CentOS 7 OS

l Python 3, pip, setuptools, pyyaml and other modules pre-installed

l Flask app is pre-installed

About this task

Use the Plugin Flask app template "Dockerfile" file.

Procedure

1. Create the Plugin using the Python Flask app.

2. Build the Docker image, using all required elements:

l The plugin code.

l The Flask app.

l All required packages that the Plugin and flask app use.

l A YAML configuration file, ca.control, in the same directory as your Dockerfile, for
example, (This file is stored at /opt/dataiq/maunakea/data/plugins/my_cai/.configs/
ca.control .) Include the following info:
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n The name of the plugin. Give the plugin a name that uses the prefix plugin- at the
beginning. This naming convention is required in order for DataIQ Kubernetes to
persist the log messages using redirects (stdout/stderr) from the docker container.

n CAIs and default settings for each

n Any desired scheduled jobs. (Default configurations usually shouldn't have any
scheduled jobs.)

n Default global configurations used by the CAIs

3. Build a YAML file to integrate with DataIQ, keep the Kubernetes container running, and to
run the Flask app on startup. Note, this is a different file from ca.control.In the YAML file,
include the following:

l Instructions to start the Flask app.

l Give the container a hostname and use specific ports.

l Give the container access to persistent storage, if required for the Plugin.

l Give the container access to volume mountpoints, if required for the Plugin.

l Include Kubernetes Secrets, such as passwords and S3 info, if required for the Plugin.

4. Test the code. To do this, you can:

l SSH into Docker container and execute scripts manually

l Alter ca.control's "Cron Jobs" to run desired commands on start-up within DataIQ

l If testing outside of DataIQ, use Postman or curl to mimic calls to/from the container.

l Create unit test scripts to interact with Flask app and test Plugin code outputs

To see information that was printed to stdout/sterr:

kubectl logs <container name> --namespace dataiq

Enable, disable, or customize a Custom Action Item (CAI)
After you've packaged your custom action item, run it at the command line, then enable it in the
DataIQ GUI.

Procedure

1. Start the container within DataIQ Kubernetes environment. This causes the Flask app in
container to automatically register the Plugin. (TBD: kubectl commmands).

kubectl start <pod name>

2. From the DataIQ GUI with an Admin account, select Settings > Data management
configuration.

3. In the Plugins tab, select the three-dots ( ⋮ ) icon next to a plugin, and select Edit
Configuration, then select Enable or Disable. If the plugin has other options, they will
appear here, too.

Results

After the plugin is enabled, the plugin appears for DataIQ users.
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CHAPTER 9

Command-line interface (CLI) and Python API

Use the command-line interface and the Python API to access more functions of DataIQ.

l Python API............................................................................................................................ 94
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Python API
Use the Python API module: claritynowapi.py to create plug-ins to integrate with DataIQ.

About the API

The API is based on a low-level JSON interface. It uses the third party modules simplejson and
httplib2 which are provided in source form.

You can create scripts using Python or other programming languages that support the JSON
interface.

API calls are restricted to the HTTPS protocol.

Connect to DataIQ

In order for your scripts to connect to the DataIQ server, the script must first pass in a valid login
name, password, and the DataIQ server hostname or IP address.

import claritynowapi
api = claritynowapi.ClarityNowConnection 
('root','<password>','<ip_addres_of_DataIQserver>')

Use the API

The API is based on manipulating server objects.

The objects are serialized by DataIQ into JSON structures which are then deserialized into Python
objects and vice versa.

For example, the following code adds a new volume to DataIQ:

import claritynowapi
api = claritynowapi.ClarityNowConnection ('root','','localhost')

fs = claritynowapi.VolumeData('test', '/mnt/test')
api.addVolume(fs)

The line starting with fs creates a new Python object representing the volume, while the following
line asks the server to add it.

Documentation

To learn more about the Python API, extract the documentation from the claritynow.py
module:

import claritynowapi
help(claritynowapi)

To see sample code, open the automated Python API verification test suite: apitest.py. The
test suite includes examples on how to use most methods.

Command-line interface (CLI) and Python API
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